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Abstract

The Photovoltaics Group at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya is in-
vestigating silicon carbide (SiC) for the electronic passivation of the surface
of crystalline silicon solar cells. The doping of SiC passivation layers with
phosphorus resulted in a clear improvement of the minority carrier lifetime
compared to undoped SiC films applied on p-type doped substrate wafers. In
a further approach, the passivation layers simultaneously served as a doping
source in order to create an emitter in the underlying p-type doped silicon
substrate.

The aim of this Master Thesis is to establish a process for growing silicon
nitride (SiN) on p-type doped crystalline silicon substrates from Plasma En-
hanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Photoconductance measure-
ments on the samples analyse the passivating behaviour of the SiN films.
The passivation layers are doped by adding phosphine to the process gas,
and further measurements investigate the effect of doping on the carrier life-
time. Furthermore, a thermal treatment initiates the diffusion of phosphorus
in order to create an emitter in the substrate underneath. Sheet resistance
(Rsq) and the lower limit of the emitter saturation current density (J0e) de-
duced from lifetime measurements, characterise the quality of the emitters.
Eventually, a cell prototype finishes this work integrating both concepts of
using SiN as a passivation layer, and of diffusing an emitter from the very
same SiN layer.

The advantages of film deposition in a PECVD reactor are low temperatures,
medium vacuum levels, and high growth rates. The SiN films on p-type doped
substrates with a resistivity ρ ≈ 2.5 Ωcm yield low values of the surface re-
combination velocity Seff ≈ 20 cm/s, and silicon-rich films with refractive
indices n > 2.3 show the best passivation properties. The addition of phos-
phorus does not further improve the passivation. All films are stable over a
time of more than 1000 hours. The treatment in a furnace after deposition at
380 ◦C improves the passivation in both layer systems - doped and undoped
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ABSTRACT

silicon nitride.

In a diffusion furnace at temperatures around 950 ◦C, it is possible to create
emitters from SiN layers with an emitter sheet resistance down to Rsq =
40 Ω/2, and with an estimated emitter saturation current density J0e ≥
300 fA/cm2. During this work, the thermal diffusion always causes a blis-
tering effect which partially destroys the passivation layer. This blistering
most probably originates from the effusion of hydrogen and is a remaining
obstacle to achieving a high film and emitter quality.

A process sequence for crystalline silicon solar cells uses the new concepts
presented before. These cells have efficiencies η as high as η = 9 % with par-
tially deteriorated SiN layers after the thermal diffusion process compared
to η = 14 % of a reference cell with silicon dioxide passivation and con-
ventional diffusion. The incorporation of the novel steps into the processing
sequence simplifies the fabrication of solar cells by introducing simultaneous
SiN passivation and doping.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Photovoltaik-Gruppe an der Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya unter-
sucht Siliziumkarbid als Passivierungsschicht für die Oberfläche kristallinen
Siliziums. Dabei zeigt die Dotierung von Siliziumkarbid mit Phosphor im
Vergleich zu undotiertem Siliziumkarbid auf p-dotierten Siliziumsubstraten
eine deutliche Verbesserung der Ladungsträgerlebensdauer. Weiterhin di-
enen diese Passivierungsfilme zeitgleich als Dotierquelle für das Ausbilden
eines Emitters im unterliegenden p-dotierten Siliziumsubstrat.

Das Ziel dieser Diplomarbeit ist es, geeignete Prozessparameter für die Plas-
maunterstützte Chemische Gasphasenabscheidung (PECVD) zu finden, die
optimales Siliziumnitrid auf p-dotierten Siliziumsubstraten herstellen. Das
Abklingen der Photoleitfähigkeit quantifiziert die Passivierwirkung dieser
Schichten. Weitere Messungen liefern die Veränderung der Passivierung,
wenn man das Siliziumnitrid mit Phosphor dotiert. Darüber hinaus dif-
fundiert durch einen thermischen Vorgang das Phosphor in das unterliegende
Substrat und bildet so einen Emitter aus. Der Schichtwiderstand und die
minimale Emitter-Sättigungsstromdichte aus Lebensdauermessungen charak-
terisieren die so entstandenen Emitter. Schließlich vereinigt ein Prototyp
beide Konzepte, Siliziumnitrid als Passivierung und als Dotierquelle für einen
diffundierten Emitter, zusammen in einer Solarzelle am Ende der Arbeit.

Die Vorteile der Beschichtung durch PECVD sind niedrige Prozesstemper-
aturen, leicht erzeugbare Vakuum-Niveaus und hohe Wachstumsraten. Die
Schichten auf einem p-dotierten Siliziumsubstrat mit einem spezifischen Wider-
stand von ρ ≈ 2.5 Ωcm erreichen Werte der Oberflächenrekombinations-
geschwindigkeit von Seff ≈ 20 cm/s. Siliziumreiche Schichten mit einem
Brechungsindex von n > 2.3 weisen die besten Passivierungseigenschaften
auf. Die Zugabe von Phosphor verbessert die Passivierung jedoch nicht, die
Passivierwirkung hat die gleiche Größenordnung. Alle betrachteten Filme
sind über eine Zeit von mehr als 1000 Stunden hinweg stabil. Die Behandlung
in einem Ofen bei 380 ◦C verbessert die Passivierung in beiden Schichtarten-
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dotiertem und undotiertem Siliziumnitrid.

In einem Diffusionsofen bei Temperaturen um 950 ◦C is es möglich, Emitter
aus Siliziumnitrid-Filmen zu schaffen, die einen Schichtwiderstand von Rsq =
40 Ω/2 und eine minimale Emitter-Sättigungsstromdichte aus Lebensdauer-
messungen von J0e ≥ 300 fA/cm2 aufweisen. Die thermische Diffusion führt
zur Bildung und zum Abplatzen zahlreicher mikroskopisch kleiner Blasen.
Diese vermutlich mit der Diffusion und dem Austritt von Wasserstoff ver-
bundene Beschädigung der Passivierschichten ist ein Hindernis auf dem Weg
zu qualitativ hochwertigen Schichten und Emittern.

Schlußendlich verwendet eine Prozessfolge für kristalline Silizium-Solarzellen
die beiden neuen Konzepte. Die so geschaffenen Zellen haben Effizienzen
η von η = 9 % mit teilweise beschädigten Siliziumnitrid-Filmen nach der
thermischen Diffusion. Eine Referenzzelle mit herkömmlicher Technologie
mit Siliziumdioxid als Passivierschicht weist eine Effizienz von η = 14 %
auf. Die Integration der neuartigen Prozessschritte vereinfacht jedoch die
Herstellung der Solarzellen.
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Introduction

Silicon solar cells nowadays achieve a high efficiency and their technology
is entering mass markets. Nevertheless, in times of fast growing markets,
unstable subsidies and difficulties of supply, manufacturers ask for easier,
cheaper and less material-intensive process technology.

The growth of cell efficiency is not rising with the same speed as the photo-
voltaic markets do. New promising materials and technologies may enhance
this development but on the short scale, technologies have to base on con-
ventional and established technologies.

Low temperature steps are preferable to allow a cheap production of crys-
talline cells as still many processes have a tremendously high thermal energy
budget. There is a multitude of thin film technologies that are robust, cheap
and use low temperatures. Furthermore the input of material is much less
than in wafer based technologies. But pure thin film solar cell technologies
are still under investigation and still suffer from lower efficiency and low mar-
ket penetration despite their advantages. The efficiency is essential in order
to amortise the solar panels in a reasonable time.

Therefore one should choose an intermediate way, to take advantage of a
high efficiency and established technologies of crystalline silicon manufactur-
ing, but in addition profit of thin film technology to incorporate into cell
manufacturing. A highly efficient cell needs a high open-circuit voltage. For
a high open-circuit voltage, the device must contain a passivating layer. This
avoids excess recombination of generated charge carriers at the cell surface.

At the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), investigation about pas-
sivation deals with silicon carbide (SiC) thin films [1]. The work has pro-
ceeded so far that the films cover front and back side of the solar cells.
The depositions use the low temperature (400 ◦C) process of Plasma En-
hanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Several material compounds
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have been investigated so far, amongst others a phosphorus doped silicon
carbide layer. The incorporation of phosphorus improves the carrier lifetime
compared to intrinsic SiC.

Based on this experiences this thesis deals with the passivation of crystalline
silicon with silicon nitride (SiN) films. The layers grow with the help of a
PECVD process. The work investigates the influence of precursor gas flows
and observes the effect of doping the passivation layer with phosphorus.

Following the preliminary work of source [2], the phosphorus-doped SiN layer
forms an n-type diffusion on a p-type silicon substrate. The experimental
work evaluates the quality of the created emitter. The knowledge gained
through that experiment helps to develop a processing sequence for a silicon
solar cell with high-efficiency features. The results classify the feasibility of
the passivation/diffusion sequence for a cell fabrication.

The first chapter relates the carrier lifetime to the efficiency of a solar cell
and illustrates the generation and recombination mechanisms in a cell. How
to avoid recombination on the surface of the silicon substrate, explains the
second chapter. It introduces conventional methods of passivation and
classifies silicon nitride layers. Chapter three explains the theoretical as-
pects of diffusion and passivation of diffused emitters. The fourth chapter
presents the technology for deposition of the thin films and their analysis
methods. The next chapter, (Chapter five) makes use of that in order to
deposit silicon nitride films. The results are compared to consequent depo-
sitions made with phosphorus doped silicon nitride. The layers are qualified
in terms of surface recombination velocity. In Chapter six, a high tempera-
ture step initiates a diffusion of phosphorus from these films in order to form
a symmetrical n-p-n structure. Here, the dependence of emitter saturation
current over sheet resistance is of interest. Finally, Chapter seven describes
the fabrication of a solar cell prototype that uses the concepts of Chapter
five and six. The report closes with the comparison of this cell with a device
that is produced in a conventional way.

10



Chapter 1

Generation and Recombination
in Crystalline Silicon Solar
Cells

This Chapter examines the recombination of charge carriers at the surface
generated by light absorption inside the cell. Recombination is the process of
photon/phonon emission through simultaneous interactions of an electron-
hole-pair. Most of the undesired- but unavoidable- recombination takes place
at the surfaces of the solar cell and this is where passivation should avoid
that. In the bulk, the quality of the wafer material and its doping determine
recombination. This is not considered here although the mechanisms are quite
similar. The following chapter discusses the most relevant mechanisms for
recombination. It shows up the most important parameters that influence
these mechanisms and it explains generation and recombination of charge
carriers in the semiconductor material.

1.1 Efficiency and Carrier Generation in a

Solar Cell

Enhancing the efficiency of solar cells is one of the main objectives of in-
vestigation in photovoltaics. In order to analyse possible improvements it is
necessary to have a closer look at the equations for the solar cell efficiency.
There are three main mechanisms to limit solar cell performance. The first
one is loss through reflection or non-ideal absorption and influences the short
circuit current density JSC . The next one is the fill factor FF which is re-
duced through limited conductance of the cell material. The last limiting
mechanism is the open-circuit voltage that is reduced by recombination of
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created charge carriers in the solar cell. The efficiency of a solar cell

η = FF
JSCVOC

Popt

(1.1)

brings the magnitudes mentioned above in a relation. The value Popt is the
impinging power on the cell surface. Hence efficiency increases by maximis-
ing the open-circuit voltage of the device. In order to understand the role
of maximal open-circuit voltage and this work, a careful consideration of the
relation of the mechanisms inside the cell and its pn-junction is needful.

Upon illumination of the semiconductor device, electron-hole-pairs are gen-
erated. If the incident photon energy is higher than the band gap energy of
silicon, excess electrons and holes occupy the conduction and valence band
respectively. This does not continue infinitely. Hence, recombination is a
process to maintain an equilibrium state.
Generation of electron-hole-pairs shall be homogeneous throughout the wafer
at constant illumination. This results in a constant generation rate G.
It holds Beer’s absorption law for the power Φ(x) of incident light at a posi-
tion x inside the wafer with

Φ(x) = Φin exp(−αx) (1.2)

being Φin the power before entering the device and α the absorption coeffi-
cient.
This work uses devices made of silicon that is known for its indirect bandgap.
To facilitate an energy transition of a charge carrier, not only a photon but
also a change in the k-vector is needed. An extra of photon energy may
deliver the needed energy that is converted to a phonon. Else, high energy
photons separate electrons and holes through the next direct bandgap of the
material, but this process has far lower probability. The same holds for other
processes in which two photons participate.
The absorption constant of silicon is related to the the probability to absorb
or emit a phonon. It holds [3] for the absorption constant

α = α0

(
(hν − Eg + Ep)

2

exp Ep

kT
− 1

+
(hν − Eg − Ep)

2

1− exp −Ep

kT

)
(1.3)

with Ep as the energy of a phonon and Eg the bandgap energy of silicon. The
term h is Planck’s constant, ν is the frequency of a photon, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T the sample temperature and α0 is a constant found by empirical
data or calculations.
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1.2 The pn-junction in Solar Cells

The plot of that would show a prevailing parabolic behaviour where at E =
Eg−Ep absorption is zero. This examination shows that absorption in silicon
is strongly temperature dependent. At higher temperatures, it is similar to
a direct semiconductor as sufficient phonon absorption can take place.

1.2 The pn-junction in Solar Cells

In solar cells, the created charge carrier pairs must leave the site of their
creation, separate and reach the contacts. Additionally a good electrical
connection from the semiconductor to the metallisation layers is important.
Therefore many solar cell technologies use pn-junctions to do so. This section
introduces the model of such a junction, presents the current-voltage equa-
tions of the device and finally shows the consequences when illumination is
present.

The devices in this work consist of a low doped base material and a thinner
emitter layer. The emitter has a varying doping concentration profile but
great parts are heavier doped than the base material.

The resulting pn-junction and its space-charge-region (SCR) extends mainly
inside the base material. In order to describe the device, a understanding of
the currents in thermal equilibrium is necessary as saturation currents de-
termine the performance of the cell. For the current-voltage behaviour we
consider a pn-junction in equilibrium with doping concentrations ND and NA

for emitter (n-type doped) and base (p-type doped) doping respectively.

Considering the currents at the edge of the SCR facilitates the calculations
for the current equations inside the junction and the cell. The current is
supposed to be constant throughout the SCR. Furthermore the concentra-
tion of minority carriers is much smaller than the one of majority carriers.
The minorities made up a diffusion current and drift is negligible in that
zone for minority carriers. Hence it holds the following: J = Jn(dp) + Jp(dn)
where dp and dn are the edges of the SCR in the p-type and n-type material
respectively.

The detailed calculations delivers a good textbook on microelectronics. The
resulting equation is the one of a diode with

J = J0

(
e( qV

kT
) − 1

)
(1.4)
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as the current density J and q as the elementary charge, V the applied
voltage, k Boltszmann’s constant and T the temperature. The expression

J0 = qn2
i

(
Dn

NALn

+
Dp

NDLp

)
(1.5)

is the reverse saturation current density with ni for the intrinsic carrier den-
sity in equilibrium, the doping bulk concentration NA, the emitter doping
described by ND. The magnitude Dp and Dn are the diffusion constants for
holes and electrons respectively, and Lp and Ln are the diffusion lengths for
holes and electrons respectively.
In the illuminated state the calculations attribute some excess carriers to a
constant and homogeneous generation rate G. This results in the current

Jill = J0

(
e( qV

kT
) − 1

)
− JSC (1.6)

with the additional term of JSC = qG(Ln+Lp) as the photo-generated current
density. It appears on the terminals under short-circuit conditions for V = 0.
Now the open-circuit voltage arises from that relation. Setting the current
to zero gives

J0

(
e

qVOC
kT − 1

)
= JSC (1.7)

⇔ JSC

J0

+ 1 = e
qVOC

kT (1.8)

⇒ VOC =
kT

e
ln

(
JSC

J0

+ 1

)
(1.9)

J0 = qn2
i

(
Dp

LpND

+
Dn

LNNA

)
(1.10)

for a pn-junction with NA � ND.

1.3 Radiative Recombination

An illuminated device without recombination would be in non-equilibrium.
Carriers have to get to the contacts to extract current or the equilibrium bal-
ances by recombination. The most obvious mechanism of recombination is
the reverse of photon absorption. Carriers recombine and generate a photon
that leaves the device or is absorbed again. Accordingly at constant genera-
tion G there must be a constant recombination rate U to keep or bring the
device back to an equilibrium if no current leaves via the contacts.
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1.3 Radiative Recombination

Radiative recombination is an important mechanism in direct-bandgap semi-
conductors. Solid-state illumination devices like LEDs or LASERs use that
mechanism to work.
In order to quantify recombination mechanisms the term of lifetime of carriers
τ is helpful. In a descriptive way, this is the mean time from an absorption
process to a recombination of the same particles involved in a absorption
process. This is a quite general description as it is not clear what happens
with the electron-hole pair after leaving its states in the conduction or va-
lence band. In case of radiative recombination a photon is emitted. It is also
possible that phonons are produced or the carriers ’jump’ to trapped states.
Presuming the generation process above excite equal numbers of excess elec-
trons ∆n and holes ∆p. Then the definition of lifetime is excess carrier
concentration divided by the net recombination rate U per time unit:

τ =
∆n

U
(1.11)

This recombination rate

Unet = URAD + UAUGER + USRH (1.12)

is the sum of different recombination mechanism rates discussed here and
below.

In this manner, the effective lifetime is calculated from the contributions of
all recombination processes.

1/τnet = 1/τRAD + 1/τAUGER + 1/τSRH (1.13)

The relation [4]

URAD = B(np− n0p0) = B((n0 + ∆n)(p0 + ∆p)− n0p0) (1.14)

describes the contribution for the radiative lifetime. B is a constant deter-
mined through the nature of the semiconductor, having a direct or a indirect
bandgap. Its value is determined to B = 1×10−14cm3/s at 300 K in source [5]
for crystalline silicon. The carrier concentrations in equilibrium for electrons
are n0 and p0 for holes. The magnitude

τRAD =
∆n

U
=

∆n

B((n0 + ∆n)(p0 + ∆p)− n0p0)
= (1.15)
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∆n

B((n0p0 + p0∆n + n0∆p + ∆n∆p)− n0p0)
= (1.16)

∆n

B∆n(p0 + n0 + ∆p)
=

1

B(p0 + n0 + ∆p)
(1.17)

is the radiative lifetime for ∆n ≈ ∆p.

At high injection values, lifetime decreases with increasing excess carrier con-
centration as the more particles are in the system, the higher the probability
for recombination.

1.4 Auger Recombination

Taking into account that recombination processes involve more than two
particles leads to Auger recombination where three particles partake. In
principle, an electron and a hole recombine like in radiative recombination.
Instead of emitting a photon, the excess energy lifts a third electron/hole
to a higher/lower conduction/valence band level respectively. The parti-
cle relaxes inside its band to its equilibrium state by emitting or absorbing
phonons. Similar to the precedent process, the Auger recombination rate
depends on the concentration of involved carriers. For a process with two
electrons and a hole in a n-type doped semiconductor for example, the equa-
tion

UAUG,n = Cn(n2p− n2
0p0) =︸︷︷︸

p0�n0

Cn(n0 + ∆n)2(p0 + ∆p) (1.18)

delivers the Auger recombination rate.
The constant Cn is the Auger-coefficient for an electron as third particle, for
holes the coefficient is Cp. Both values are in the range of 1−4×10−31cm−6/s,
see [6].

Lifetime considers both the processes for electrons and holes:

τAUGER =
∆n

Cn(n2p− n2
0p0) + Cp(np2 − n0p2

0)
= (1.19)

. . . =
1

Cnn2 + Cpn∆n
(1.20)

.
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1.5 Shockley-Read-Hall Mechanism

The correspondent calculation for a p-type doped semiconductor gives

τAUGER =
1

Cpp2 + Cnp∆n
(1.21)

as an expression for the Auger fraction of minority carrier lifetime.

For low injection conditions (∆n � NA), the Auger lifetime only depends on
doping concentration whereas at high injection Auger recombination becomes
a dominant and limiting recombination mechanism as τAUGER ∝ 1/∆n2,
whereas radiative lifetime is τRAD ∝ 1/∆n.

1.5 Shockley-Read-Hall Mechanism

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination happens due to the presence
of impurities on inter-band gap levels. Such imperfections inside the crystal
offer the charge carriers energy levels that lie energetically between valence
and conductance band. The transitions from and to this levels emmit and
absorb mostly phonons. Possible transitions exist in four variations in which
an electron goes from the conduction band to the inter-band state or vice
versa. Alternatively a hole is trapped in that state and leaves it towards the
valence band or vice versa.

The dominant process of recombination in the bulk of indirect semiconductors
are those trap level recombinations. Shockley, Read and Hall developed the
theory [7] of that mechanism.
The net recombination rate U for this process is after [8]:

U =
σnσpvthNt(pn− n2

i )

σn

(
n + ni exp

(
Et−Ei

kT

))
+ σp

(
p + ni exp

(
Ei−Et

kT

)) (1.22)

.
The quantities σn and σp are the electron and hole capture cross sections, Nt

is the density of the trap states distribution, Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level,
vth is the thermal velocity of the charge carriers.
For low and high injection the equation approximates to different limits which
are easier computable. It holds that ∆n ≈ ∆p, n ≈ n0 and p = p0 + ∆p
in a n-type doped semiconductor. A simplification- which reduces the ex-
ponential term- considers only trap levels at midgap and the most effective
recombination centers.
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U =≈ · · · ≈ σnσpVthNt ((p0 + ∆p)n0 − n2
i )

σnn0

≈ σpvthNt∆p (1.23)

With the definition of minority carrier lifetime the term

τp =
1

σpvthNt

(1.24)

emerges for Shockley-Read-Hall recombination.

In the high injection case the term pn− n2
i equals to ∆n2 and it holds that

n + ni ≈ ∆n or p + ni ≈ ∆n. The terms for the rate

U =
σnσpVthNt∆p

σn + σp

(1.25)

and lifetime

τp =
σn + σp

σnσpvthNt

(1.26)

follow from the above assumptions. In both cases lifetime is highest with
least trap states. It also rises with higher injection. Probably at higher in-
jection these states remain occupied and so do not serve as recombination
centers for excessively injected carriers.

Although SRH recombination is a phenomena of the bulk, it is very helpful in
explaining the recombination mechanisms at the surface of the semiconductor
device.

1.6 Surface Recombination

Surface recombination is an important mechanism that limits the perfor-
mance of a solar cell. It seems obvious as the generated carriers have to cross
the surface region to arrive at the contacts which are adjacent in most solar
cell technologies.
The surface of the semiconductor introduces energy states in the band gap.
This is due to the interruption of the symmetry of the silicon crystal struc-
ture. Dangling bonds or dislocated atoms are characteristic for such a surface.

The distribution of that energy states – not considering impurities – re-
flects the magnitude NS(E) after [3]. These states can be charged negatively
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through occupation of electrons, remain neutral or they attract holes and
become positively charged. Depending on the carrier occupation of such a
state, minority carriers are in favour to recombine there.
The surface recombination velocity (SRV) with the recombination rate Us at
the surface describes that effect.

Sp =
Us

∆ps

(1.27)

The excess minority carrier density at the surface is ∆ps or ∆ns for a p-type
doped semiconductor.

Observations at different levels of injection simplify the expressions. In the
case of low injection the surface recombination in the (p-type) bulk material
is after ref. [8]:

Slow =
Sn0

1 + K
NA

, K > 0 (1.28)

being K a defect level dependent constant and ∆n = ∆p and Sn0 = σnvthNst.
For the high injection case the equation

Shigh =
Sn0

1 + Sn0

Sp0

(1.29)

describes the SRV whereas Sp0 = σpvthNst.

The general case states

S =
n0 + p0 + ∆n

n0+n1+∆n
Sp0

+ p0+p1+∆n
Sn0

(1.30)

with the values n1, p1 as the carrier concentrations in a surface state.

The expression must change to a more realistic one as a semiconductor sur-
face has several of those states with different energy levels. A surface state
density is Dit = dNst/dE. Integrating over all trap energy levels would result
in the surface recombination velocity (see ref. [8, p.30]).

For a passivated surface the condition of ∆n = ∆p does not hold any more as
bend bending towards the interface of semiconductor/passivation occurs and
a SCR forms. An effective SRV Seff replaces the general concept of surface
recombination velocity which is calculated at a virtual surface, at the edge
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(x=d) of that interfacial SCR.

Seff =
R

∆n(x = d)
(1.31)

Compared to ∆ns- the excess carrier concentration at the surface- the mea-
surement methods presented in later chapters allow to measure ∆n easily.
Regarding the SRV one shall not forget that the main target is to minimise
this magnitude. The Equation 2.1 explains the main approaches of passiva-
tion in the following chapter.

The main objective in measurement is to get the effective lifetime which
mainly decreases through the recombination effects at the surface. The def-
inition of an overall lifetime adds bulk lifetime to the surface lifetime and
results in the effective lifetime τeff of

1

τeff

=
1

τRAD

+
1

τAUGER

+
1

τSRH

+
2Seff

w
(1.32)

with the wafer width w, in a sample structure with symmetric passivation
layers on both sides. The bulk contributions in high-quality crystalline silicon
wafers are small compared to the surface contribution, so after rearranging,
the equation gives

1

τeff

=
1

τbulk

+
2Seff

w
≥ 2Seff

w
(1.33)

Seff ≤
w

2τeff

(1.34)

a relation of the measured effective lifetime and surface recombination ve-
locity. The experimental chapter shows how to determine an upper limit of
effective SRV from lifetime measurements.

1.7 Resume

Recombination is a process in silicon solar cells necessary to maintain a ther-
modynamical equilibrium. The main recombination mechanisms in a semi-
conductor are radiative recombination, Auger recombination and Shockley-
Read-Hall recombination. When excess charge carriers due to illumination
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are created, recombination mechanisms in the bulk and mainly at the sur-
face lead to a limited carrier lifetime and hence open-circuit voltage. The
lifetime and the surface recombination velocity can define the recombination
in a quantitative manner.
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Chapter 2

Approaches for Surface
Passivation of Silicon
Substrates

There are several ways to passivate the surface of a silicon solar cell. This
chapter explains the basic approaches for passivation with silicon oxide and
some relevant amorphous silicon compounds like a-Si, SiC and SiN. The
resume of relevant works shows techniques and results for the deposition of
silicon nitride and silicon carbide on p-type doped silicon substrates.

2.1 Methods Used in Solar Cell Technology

For effective surface passivation of solar cells, the parameter of surface re-
combination velocity S has to be as small as possible. The equations 2.1 help
to explain how different passivation schemes can reach that.

Sp0 = σpvtNst exp

(
Vs

kT

)
(2.1)

Sn0 = σnvtNst exp

(
− Vs

kT

)

Vs =
Q2

s

8εε0NA

(2.2)

Vs is the surface potential, corresponding of the band bending at the surface
without applied voltage. Qs is the surface charge and is: Qs = −qNe, with
Ne the electron density at the surface (see ref. [3, p.93]).
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The various approaches for passivation reduce different magnitudes of these
terms.
The capture cross section σ is determined by the nature of the defect on the
surface and vt depends on temperature and material properties (vt ≈ 107cm/s
in Si [8, p.19]). The density of states Nst shows the quality of the surface.
Proper surface treatment reduces the influence of that parameter in means
of saturating dangling bonds. Presence of waste atoms also introduce addi-
tional defect states. Moreover, an important way to passivate is to influence
the value of Vs.

A surface of a solar cell is a sudden interruption in the crystal order of the
substrate, hence some trap states appear because of dangling or erratically
wide bonds. Through a thin film on that surface, some bindings re-establish
and the crystal order is virtually continued. These films usually consist of
SiO2, SiN , SiC or a− Si for crystalline solar cells. Hydrogen atoms in the
thin film passivating solar cells, might cause problems with long-time stabil-
ity due to its high volubility. Therefore it is known that H-atoms deactivate
deep and shallow level impurities.
Of course the quality of the used semiconductor material is crucial as the
residual atom density also increases the possibility that these atoms appear
at the surface of the cell. Some preparation methods like etching or polishing
can improve the surface quality.
For a perfect saturation of free bonds, the film material shall have similar
lattice constants, similar properties or should preferably bind with silicon.
Amorphous compounds are advantageous as they do not provide a fixed lat-
tice. Obviously silicon-rich layers are likely to terminate the silicon surface.

The parameter Vs gives information about the size of the surface space-
charge-region (SCR) and hereby controls the concentration of minority car-
riers close to the surface. Herein electron-hole pairs do not coincide locally
and hence do not recombine. This effect is also known under ’field effect
passivation’. The band bending impedes the carriers to arrive at the recom-
bining trap states of the surfaces.

A method used to passivate cell backsides is the back surface field. It is
similar to the foregoing process to build up a potential barrier for minority
carriers. The field effect forms with an aluminium layer on p-type doped
substrates for example. A heavily doped p-type region at the interface of
substrate and metal contact forms after heating a aluminium metallised sub-
strate surface to temperatures up to 600 ◦C. The pp+-interface cause a SCR
which acts as a barrier for electrons. At the same time the metal on the
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substrate provides a good cell back contact.

2.2 Passivation by Silicon Oxides

A standard method of solar cell passivation is the growing of a SiO2 layer.
There are wet and dry oxidation methods when thermally oxidating. The
dry oxidation takes place in a quartz furnace at a temperature between 800
◦C and 1200 ◦C. After a heat-up step at dry oxidation, oxygen is introduced
and forms SiO2 via equation 2.3.

Si + O2 → SiO2 (2.3)

The surface oxidates from top down to the inner part of the wafer, hence
oxidation speed slows down with growing oxide thickness. It also depends on
temperature, the surface crystal orientation, and doping level. The interface
from silicon and oxide thereby shifts from top to down and between the two
materials grows a chemically ’clean’ interface.

Wet oxidation takes place when adding Trichlorethane (TCA) to the oxygen
in order to form water and after that Hydrochloric acid HCl. The oxidation
with the equation

Si + 2H2O → SiO2 + 2H2 (2.4)

is in general faster than the dry one. In both cases the initial speed is pro-
portional to time, later it decreases to a proportionality of the square root
of time [9].

It is of high importance to have both - the oven and the device - in a highly
clean state. As temperatures are high, diffusion of residuals happens easily,
what influences the passivation quality.

Oxidation times span some minutes (Rapid thermal oxidation) to fractions
of an hour.

The excellent passivation is mainly because of the reduction of interface states
in the band gap of silicon Dit. There is also a fixed oxide charge at the in-
terface Qf which enhances a slight field effect passivation effect. Although
the oxide has good properties it cannot avoid the existence of sub-oxide at
the interface which are the main reason of intergap states. Different bonding
types (Si−Si, Si3−Si, Si2O−Si, SiO2−Si) result in a different position of
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its energy states within the band. While stretched Si-bonds are only shallow
states and do not effectively contribute as recombination center, the energy
of the Si2O − Si bond can be close mid-gap in equilibrium (acceptor-like
defect). These states are related to a charge Qf .

There are some more methods to deposit silicon oxide like PECVD, sputter-
ing or evaporation. These are no references for this work. Passivation with
silicon nitride will be compared to those of thermally grown silicon oxides.

2.3 Passivation with Amorphous Silicon Com-

pounds

Another important research field and promising way to find good passivation
layers is passivation with SiN, a-Si, SiC and compounds of these materials.
The nature of these layers is amorphous, so dangling bonds through lattice
interruption at the surface can be saturated through silicon. Furthermore
the content of the contributing elements can be varied over a certain range
to fit optical, mechanical and electrical properties to the performance of the
solar cell. Deposition usually takes place at lower temperatures what is ad-
vantageous concerning economical, chemical and environmental issues. The
deposition process incorporates a larger amount of hydrogen what can help
passivation.

2.3.1 Silicon Nitride Films

Besides of silicon oxide, silicon nitride (SiN) is the most important passiva-
tion technology. With SiN a broad range of refractive indices in the optimal
range for anti-reflection (AR) layers are achieved. Silicon nitride passivates
in a satisfying manner. Several works were brought out to study stability,
optimal deposition parameters and temperature dependence of the resulting
layers [8], [10].

Deposition of SiN takes place in systems that use Plasma Enhanced Chem-
ical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), Sputtering or Hot Wire Chemical Vapor
Deposition (Hot Wire CVD). In Sputtering, ions attack a solid SiN target
whose molecules evaporate and settle onto the substrate. Hot wire CVD uses
the high temperatures of a wire inside the deposition chamber to decompose
the precursor gases. The thesis’ layers grow in a PECVD reactor because of
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a beneficial performance regarding surface damage and growth rates.

The main reason for SiN to passivate is the high fixed charge Qf rather than
reducing the density of states at the interface what is illustrated in Figure
2.1. Values of Qf can reach up to 5 × 1012 cm−2 and are constant with il-
lumination although controversially discussed in some publications [8]. It
is worth to mention that measurements are difficult due to hysteresis upon
charge trapping. An important point is that a rise in Qf is also linked to
higher density of trap states Dit, so passivation by field effect has its limits.

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the band configuration in the SiNx/Si system.
Between the both materials there is a layer of suboxides that cause the presence
of some trap states but also a fixed positive charge. The K-centres in the silicon
nitride imply a high positive charge that cause a bend bending in the silicon bulk.

The deposition parameters have a big influence on the composition of sil-
icon nitride films. In ref. [10], stoichiometric1 films (≈ 40% of Si) reach
good passivation behaviour. Bond composition at the interface is varying
(Si dangling, Si-Si, N dangling, N-N). Whereas the latter do not introduce
crucial trap states to the silicon band gap, the dangling Si-bond is main
source of SRH recombination [8]. A special case of a Si-atom with a dan-
gling bond is the SiN3 configuration called K-centre (neutral paramagnetic

1Compound has the exact quantitative composition of atoms as the chemical equation
indicates, e.g. in Si3N4 42% Si-atoms and 58% N-atoms
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state). In charged configuration the denomination changes to K+ and K− re-
spectively (charged diamagnetic states). In contrast to the neutral K-centre,
these states enhance the field passivation effect and so help to passivate the
substrate. Although silicon and nitrogen concentration vary with different
preparation methods, the K-centre remains at a midgap position.

Like in silicon oxide films, silicon nitride has a non-stoichiometric amorphous
interface film in which combinations of oxygen, nitrogen and silicon atoms
raise the number of interface states. This happens due to the creation of a
thin naturally grown oxide before deposition where the charge Qf is assumed
to be located. Bonds of Si-H shift the former trap states to an energy level
inside the semiconductor valence and conduction band structure. Problem-
atic is the stability of such passivation effects through the weak bond and
the high diffusivity of hydrogen.

The curious fact about investigation in the field of silicon nitride is that
opponent results with different preparation methods have been found. Some
works [8] conclude that silicon rich films have the best passivation properties,
whereas in a different study [10] it has been found that close to stoichiometric
composed films deliver extremely low surface recombination velocities and
silicon rich layers do not.

2.3.2 Amorphous Silicon

Amorphous silicon passivates through hydrogenation and saturation of dan-
gling bonds. So the passivation effect bases on reducing interface states.
Deposition takes place at low temperatures, as the involved hydrogen easily
moves out of the material. Post-deposition treatments or diffusion barriers
can avoid these effects.

2.3.3 Silicon Carbide

Passivation of silicon by means of amorphous silicon carbide is an interesting
alternative in passivation of crystalline silicon solar cells. Some important
investigations take place at the UPC [11] and in Freiburg, Germany [12]. It
is investigated as a simple alternative feasible with PECVD and benefiting
from superior optical properties of that material. The ratio of silicon and
carbon controls the properties of the resulting compound to use it as anti-
reflective (AR) layer. On the one hand, the material passivates by reducing
the density of states and on the other hand by imposing a relatively high
fixed charge at the interface. Similar to SiN, SiC incorporates quite a big
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amount of hydrogen. With nitrogen and phosphine as precursor gases the
passivation can be further improved [13].

Silicon carbide has some advantages when passivating multi-crystalline bulks
and p+-surfaces (heavily p-type doped). Here, silicon oxide is a good passiva-
tion but has disadvantages in commercial production as cleaning is intensive
and having a not ideal refractive index. Covering p+-layers with silicon ni-
tride causes a ’de-passivation’ effect due to the high positive charge in the
layer. This results in a electron inversion layer where minority carriers ac-
cumulate [14]. SiC joins the advantages of being ’low-cost’ and at the same
time provide a good passivation of such layers.

Deposition takes place in a PECVD system with precursor gases silane (SiH4)
and methane (CH4). Temperatures are around 200 ◦C to 400 ◦C. Before
depositing, a RCA2-cleaning purges the wafers. In a Forming Gas Anneal
(FGA) at around 450 ◦C the passivation with hydrogen improves. The fixed
charge is unaltered through this additional step [15].

When depositing SiN , the reference to SiC and SiO2 allows to compare the
quality of passivation and helps to explain the observed phenomena.

2.4 Passivation of P-type Doped Substrates

Besides, other Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) methods apply like At-
mospheric Pressure CVD (APCVD) in the range of 700 ◦C to 1000 ◦C or
Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) at temperatures around 750 ◦C [16]. PECVD
is advantageous compared to those methods in terms of the thermal budget.
Historically there are different approaches to deposit silicon nitride. Anyway
sufficient good results exist by varying parameters of the PECVD deposition.

First steps for deposition of silicon nitride on crystalline silicon for passiva-
tion come from Hezel in 1981. Plasma deposited silicon nitride resulted in
a cell efficiency up to 18 %. After that industry discovered the advantages
of this low temperature process combined with the advantage of bulk pas-
sivation through hydrogen incorporation, for example for multi-crystalline
technologies.

2RCA: Cleaning procedure introduced by the Radio Company of America in order to
remove organic and metallic/ionic contaminants from a silicon wafer
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An important point of reference are the works of Lauinger and Aberle ([8],
[16]). They produce silicon nitride layers with refractive index of more than
2.2 and use an indirect plasma method (remote-PECVD), where the plasma
to decompose the precursor-gases ignites in a preceding chamber to the wafer
chamber. This reduces surface damage also due to the frequency of 13.56
MHz. The layers are silicon-rich and therefore inhere certain properties like
a high light absorption and low etch rates.
The deposition parameters in detail of the study of Lauinger [17] is interest-
ing for this work as he uses similar equipment as in the laboratories of the
UPC. The PECVD machine is the Oxford Plasmalab DP-80 - a direct plasma
PECVD system. Differences lie in the highest possible substrate temperature
of 700 ◦C and the plasma excitation frequency of 2.45 GHz. The Microwave
Photoconductance Decay instrument (MW-PCD) determines the lifetime of
the samples. The wafers are p-type doped and double-sided shiny-etched.
They provide a resistivity of 1-2 Ωcm and depositions are symmetrically on
both sides.

Carrier gases are ammonia (NH3) and silane (SiH4). Lauinger concludes
that silicon-rich films with a refractive index of higher than n = 2.2 provide
a sufficient passivation. He makes the quantity of Si-H bonds responsible
for the good passivation. In the tested range for the parameters the optimal
conditions for deposition lists Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Deposition parameters for the SiN films of Lauinger [17]

Parameter Value for optimal passivation
PECVD system Oxford Plasmalab 80
Plasma excitation Remote (2.45 GHz)
Temperature T [◦C] 400
Pressure p [mTorr] 300
Total power P [W ] 60
Gas flow f [sccm] 120
Gas flow ratio SiH4/NH3 GFR 5.2
Resulting refractive index n 2.3
Resulting lifetime τmax [µs] 950
Wafer used 1− 2 Ωcm-p-type, 300µm thickness, FZ

The etch rates are relatively low at around 1 nm/min for the resulting films.
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A Forming Gas Anneal (FGA) at 500 ◦C for 40 minutes test the samples for
long-time stability. The films are quite stable to this treatment when the
film thickness is sufficiently high (> 80 nm).

Longtime UV stability tests with UV lamps show that films keep the initial
minority carrier lifetime better the thicker the samples are.

Kerr works with a different approach [10]. He is going towards layers with
a close to stoichiometric composition (Si3N4) to gain lowest surface recom-
bination velocities. This composition stems from dilution of silane gas (also
reducing the flammability) in nitrogen. Anyway, the main precursor gas for
the nitrogen contribution is ammonia. The ratio of silane (SiH4) to nitrogen
(N2) is constant, so he varies the ratio of the diluted silane and ammonia.
The thin films grow in a direct-PECVD system. Deposition pressure (180
mTorr to 1000 mTorr), plasma total power (from 40 W to 175 W), gas flow
ratio silane/nitrogen to ammonia (4 to 20), temperature (250 ◦C up to 400
◦C), and total gas flow (between 150 sccm and 1100 sccm) are the process
parameters which are varied. The results show some important tendencies:
lifetime raises for a deposition at highest temperatures and lowest pressures
within the range above. There are optimal parameters for gas flow, gas flow
ratio, and power. A minimal film thickness of about 40 nm to 50 nm for
passivation is required, too. This can be explained as Qf is supposed to lie
in that area of passivation.

Table 2.2: Deposition parameters for optimal passivation in the work of Kerr [10]

Parameter Value for optimal passivation
PECVD system Oxford Plasmalab 80+
Plasma excitation Direct (13.56 MHz)
Temperature T [◦C] 400(↑)
Pressure p [mTorr] 180 (↓)
Total power P [W ] 120
Gas flow f [sccm] 350- 400
Gas flow ratio GFR 6- 8
Resulting refractive index n 1.9- 2
Resulting effective lifetime τmax [µs] 900
Wafer used 1 Ωcm-p-type, 400µm thickness, FZ

The total thickness of the SiN layer is 70 nm. Relating surface velocity with
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the lifetime in the results, the following relation

1

τeff

=
1

τbulk

+
2Seff

w
(2.5)

calculates the surface recombination velocity from the measured lifetime.
The parameter w is the thickness of the wafer and τbulk the lifetime in the
bulk.
Some further results with Float-zone-wafers (FZ-wafers) list Table 2.3. Gen-
erally spoken higher resistive wafers exhibit a higher carrier lifetime than
lower resistive ones at medium injection levels with the same deposition pa-
rameters. Wafers with a high bulk resistivity serve as raw material for cells
with a high open-circuit voltage.

Table 2.3: Lifetime and surface recombination velocities of float-zone wafers with
silicon nitride deposited Kerr’s work.

Resistivity ρ [Ω · cm] Type Width d [µm] Lifetime τmax [ms] Seff [cm/s]
1 p 400 1.05 7.8
1.5 p 310 1.39 6.6
1.5 n 305 2.15 5.5

2.5 Hydrogen in Passivation Layers

Hydrogen is essential in passivation as it may saturate dangling bonds lead-
ing to undesired inter-band states that serve as recombination centres. The
Si-H binding is the most preferable of the covalent bonds inside the com-
pounds. Furthermore there are designated inter-lattice states for hydrogen
in crystalline silicon. More silicon-rich compositions are not crystalline but
more likely to show that sites [3]. The depositions with PECVD take place
in a hydrogen-rich atmosphere as all precursors contain hydrogen. That is
why annealing in this work does not make use of a forming gas (H2/N2). The
role of hydrogen is not very clear in silicon nitride.
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2.6 Resume

In order to maximise the open-circuit voltage of a solar cell, a passivation
layer at the surface of the cell helps to maintain the minority carrier lifetime.
The relevant materials for this work are layers made of silicon oxide and
amorphous compounds of silicon like SiC and SiN. There are mainly two
mechanisms for passivation, the reduction of recombining trap surface states
on the one hand and on the other hand the incorporation of a high fixed
field charge what prevails in silicon nitride. In the literature there are several
approaches described in order to passivate p-type doped substrates with the
help of Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition. This chapter describes
the deposition parameters and results.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Introduction for
the Passivation of Emitters

The first chapter already discussed the importance of a pn-junction in solar
cell concepts. The emitter region is situated at the front of the solar cells
where most photons ideally create an electron-hole-pair in the crystalline sil-
icon. The aim of this chapter is to explain the diffusion of an n-type emitter
from the incorporated phosphorus in the silicon nitride front passivation layer.
Before, methods for thermal diffusion and for the passivation of emitters help
to understand conventional techniques.

3.1 Silicon Nitride on Diffused N-type Emit-

ters

In a solar cell the electron-hole pairs have to separate and reach the con-
tacts. To do so, most cells use a pn-junction. Hence, it is interesting to know
how such an emitter influences solar cell performance. The most important
limiting parameter therefore is the dependence of saturation current density
J0e on the contact resistance Rsq of the emitter surface. For screen-printed
contacts this value is about 40 Ω/2 and for evaporated contacts about 100
Ω/2. Some special selective emitter concepts use a less diffused n-region
with Rsq >150 Ω/2 [10].

Emitter formation can help to passivate by rejecting minority carriers from
the surface or from the recombinative metal contact/semiconductor interface.

Kerr [10] deposited SiN on diffused phosphorus emitters for passivation.
Nearly stoichiometric films provide best emitter passivation. An emitter
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with a sheet resistance of about 40 Ω/2 achieves saturation current densities
of about 80 − 90 fA/cm2. For the case of a sheet resistance of 100 Ω�, J0

has a value of about 40 fA/cm2. These values stem from interpolated data
of measurements of wafers in the range of 30 Ω/2 to 430 Ω/2 which can be
seen in Figure 6.6.

Lauinger also investigated the behaviour of his passivation scheme on emit-
ters. Here, the substrates are highly resistive with ρ = 750 Ωcm and the sheet
resistances are 40 Ω/2 and 90 Ω/�. Astonishing, that a work of Lauinger
with a SiH4/NH3/N2-deposition, like Kerr did, results in best passivation
after FGA and a firing step (730 ◦C peak) compared to deposition without
nitrogen when having a thin oxygen layer between nitride and substrate.
Surface recombination velocity values are as low as Seff = 12 cm/s in that
case.
The 90 − Ω/2-cell reaches saturation current densities of 75 fA/cm2 on a
non-structured wafer. In the 40− Ω/2-cell this value is a 260 fA/cm2.

Samples with that data do not only have SiN as a passivation layer but also
a thin thermal oxide between nitride and substrate. Without going into de-
tails, it seems that passivation of emitters improve tremendously incorporat-
ing this oxide. Achieved results are in the range of passivation of Kerr’s work.

Finally, similar values of J0e result from film compositions that tend to be
silicon rich whereas others are near-stoichiometric. It has to be taken into ac-
count that different PECVD systems inhere different effects concerning film
quality (see Section 4.1).

3.2 Conventional Diffusion Processes

Many emitters on a p-type doped substrate use phosphorus as a dopant.
Methods like ion implantation or thermal diffusion place the phosphorus into
the designated areas. The following section will present the most common
processes for diffusion.

3.2.1 Diffusion from Gas Phase

A standard process of diffusion of phosphorus in crystalline silicon is the dif-
fusion from the gas phase. It takes place in a quartz furnace heated up to
temperatures of about 840 ◦C to 1100 oC [18]. In the main process sequence,
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a gas with chemical formula POCl3 enters the furnace chamber to act as a
source for phosphorus to diffuse into the surface of the silicon device. Ac-
tually, a layer of phosphorus glass grows at the surface of the substrate and
grows partially into it. This layer acts as the dopant source upon thermal
influence. Phosphorus glass is silicon dioxide that contains between 2 % and
10 % of phosphorus [19]. The chemical reaction is as follows:

4POCl3 + 3O2 => 2P2O5 + 6Cl2 (3.1)

2P2O5 + 5Si => 4P + 5SiO2 (3.2)

The temperature not only activates the chemical reaction of the gases and the
growth of the phosphorus glass, furthermore it drives the phosphorus atoms
into the wafer. The resulting emitters have a depth of about 0.3 µm to 1 µm
and a distribution after the error function. Starting values for the doping
concentration at the substrate surface are between 1019 cm−3 and 1020 cm−3

for 380 Ω/2 and 32 Ω/2 respectively in a relevant work [20].
The software DIFCAD [21] simulates and sketches such a profile in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Diffusion with Solid Doping Sources

Similar to the above method emitters diffuse with the help of a solid doping
source containing P2O5. During diffusion wafers experience temperatures of
850 ◦C to 950 oC for approximately 30 minutes plus cleaning, ramping up,
and cooling down steps. In total the time inside the furnace is around an
hour. For the diffusion the second part of Equation 3.2 holds. Thereby the
dopant wafers stand close to the front and the back of the substrate inside
the same wafer carrier.

Again phosphorus glass grows at the surface of the substrate which serves
as doping source. After the process an etch process removes the remaining
phosphorus glass on the wafer surface. The UPC uses this diffusion procedure
for conventional emitter diffusion due to the well-known process parameters.

3.3 Alternative Approaches of Diffusion

Different methods for emitter formation are under investigation. Some ap-
proaches use Rapid Thermal Annealing [22] or epitaxially grown emitters at
high temperatures [23]. All approaches target the reduction of processing
steps, processing time, and energy budget.
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Figure 3.1: Doping profile of a phosphorus diffusion with starting concentration
of 3×1020 cm−2, a substrate doping of 1015 cm−3 and a diffusion time of 30 minutes.
The calculated sheet resistance is Rsq = 85.9 Ω/2 (Simulated with DIFCAD from
University of Illinois).
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3.4 Emitters Using Passivating Layers as Dif-

fusion Source

The group at the UPC is concentrating its work on creating emitters through
drive-in of dopants to the p-type substrate from passivation layers using phos-
phorus. So far investigation focuses on silicon substrates with phosphorus-
doped silicon carbide layers.
In the latest work, Orpella [2] considers emitters with sheet resistances from
75 Ω/2 to 350 Ω/2. The samples are float-zone silicon double-polished,
0.8Ωcm-p-type wafer. A H2SO4/H2O2 solution cleans the new wafer for 10
minutes and after it dips into hydrofluoric acid (HF) to delete natural and
cleaning process related oxides from the surface. After that the silicon car-
bide layer grows in the PECVD machine. The precursor gas silane contains
a certain amount of phosphine (5 %). Addition of phosphorus to the passi-
vation layers in SiC improve minority carrier lifetime compared to SiC layers
without phosphorus. The dopant atom concentration in the layer is in the
range of 1020 cm−3 to 1021 cm−3 obtained from SIMS1 measurements. Silicon
carbide layers are around 50 nm thick. The emitters are created by annealing
at 810 ◦C for less than 30 minutes, depending on the desired sheet resistance.

Emitters show a reverse saturation current density of the diffusion diode of
J0e = 200-300 fA/cm2. The surface recombination velocity is equal to Seff

= 6× 104 cm/s (Figure 3.2).

The presented values, together with numbers from conventional emitters will
serve as a base to compare the obtained emitters in this thesis.

3.5 Resume

This section reviews conventional and novel methods to thermally diffuse
an emitter with phosphorus. It explains characterisation methods for the
determination of the emitter quality. The sections allow to understand the
results gathered in Chapter 6.

1SIMS: Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
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Figure 3.2: Saturation current density (J0e) and effective surface recombina-
tion velocity (Seff ) over emitter sheet resistance (Rsq). The data of the diffused
emitter is compared with PC1D-simulated data for a metallised, non-passivated
conventional emitter. The figure is taken from source [2].
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Experimental

Dielectric layers with silicon nitride of this work exclusively grow in a Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) reactor. The peculiarity of
that system is that material deposits under low temperature conditions (up
to 400 ◦C). This plays some role in economy regarding industrial processes.
Additionally, deposition cycles are relatively short and take place in a fast
establishable medium vacuum (of 10−3 Torr to 1 Torr). The PECVD allows
to produce dielectric layers with different non-stoichiometric compositions
what has advantages in adjusting optical and electrical properties.
The chapter Experimental describes the technological aspects and dedicated
machinery to grow and characterise passivating silicon nitride films.

4.1 Depositions with Plasma Enhanced Chem-

ical Vapor Deposition

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is a method were the deposited mate-
rial growing on the substrate stems from precursor gases or liquids. These
decompose on the substrate or depending on the method already in the de-
position chamber. There are different methods to reach the decomposition
and growing. The CVD methods are classified depending on chamber pres-
sure, substrate temperature, and decomposing mechanisms ( like heat, laser,
electron-beam or plasma).

In this work the deposition is assisted by a plasma. The Plasma Enhanced
Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) is using a medium vacuum and low
temperatures. The latter are possible as the decomposition process of the
precursor gases is assisted by a plasma. The plasma ignites with the help
of a low or high frequency field between two electrodes. Frequencies range
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from ≈ 100 kHz, over 13.56 MHz, to 2.45 GHz. There are also differences if
the plasma is excited inside the deposition chamber or not (direct or indirect
PECVD).
Both criteria have influence on film quality and growth. It is supposed that
methods with plasma excitation inside the substrate chamber may cause a
certain damage on the wafer surface as ions bombard on the surface instead
of unexceptionally diffuse to and grow on it. Due to that problem, higher
frequency systems are likely to be used (from 13.56 MHz on). In that case,
ions cannot accelerate to higher velocities in the field hence shall not impinge
on the substrate’s surface. But another effect has to be taken into account.
As electrons - because of their higher mobility - may follow the fast field
and ’leave’ the plasma periodically, the positive ions in the plasma charge
this one positively. Due to that potential gradient in the so-called sheath
layer some ions will strike on the wafer surface anyway. The effect of ion
bombardment implies two consequences. On the one hand, the surface can
suffer from the impinging ions that ’sputter’ already grown thin films. Hence,
molecules leave their position in the layer and grow on another site, what is
not desired. On the other hand, the grown films are ’denser’. This means
that vacancies occur fewer due to the energy deposited of the impinging ions.

4.1.1 Precursor Gases

With PECVD, various dielectric layers of Si, Si0x, SiCx and SiNx are able
to grow. To do so, precursor gases need to contain the single atomic compo-
nents. Widely used gases are silane (SiH4), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N2O), ammonia (NH3), hydrogen (H2) and nitrogen (N2). Here, phosphane
(or phosphine, PH3) is a precursor that delivers atoms with (n-type) doping
properties. In principle it is also possible to use boron containing gases (for
p-type doping). The following briefly lists some relevant information about
the precursor gases used in growth of SiNx in this investigations: SiH4, NH3

and PH3.

Silane is a colourless and low toxic compound of silicon and hydrogen with
the chemical formula SiH4. It is relatively stable , the main problem for stor-
ing and processing is it pyrophoric behaviour (ignites spontaneously in air)
at room temperature in a normal impurity containing environment acting as
catalysts. It starts to decomposes at around 400 ◦C to silicon and hydrogen.
So it is well suitable for Chemical Vapor Deposition. Clearly, temperatures
of PECVD lie below that value but through the plasma assistance, decom-
position takes place either.
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Figure 4.1: Precursor gases of PECVD for SiNx used in this work

The precursor Ammonia incorporates nitrogen into silicon nitride layers.
The gas with typical acidly smell is known for cleaning and as a solution
it cleans from organic residues in the RCA clean being alkaline. At room
temperature ammonia is a gas. It decomposes at hot surfaces with a tem-
perature higher than 630 ◦C to nitrogen and hydrogen. Special care should
be taken at high ammonia concentrations in the air as because of its basic
behaviour on wet surfaces (mucous membranes).

Phosphine is used to introduce phosphorus to the dielectric layers. It is
highly flammable and very toxic and hazardous to the environment. Already
at low concentrations it may cause severe acute and chronic health problems.
At room temperature it may ignite in presence of P2H4 as it is the case in
commercially available containments. The decomposition takes place at tem-
peratures higher than 375 ◦C. To lower the threat in handling, phosphine is
used in a mixture with silane in a fraction of 5 %.

At last, for auxiliary processes, Tetrafluoromethane (CF4) assists in the
cleaning of the process chamber after deposition. It deletes the deposited
layers from the plate and the side walls at high total plasma powers of bigger
than a 100 W (0.186 W/cm2). This is also used for plasma etching of silicon,
silicon oxides or silicon nitrides. This dry etch takes place at low temper-
atures and selection can be done by means of a lithographically structured
photoresist layer.
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4.1.2 Deposition System

The thin films in the Master thesis form inside the Oxford Plasmalab DP-80
system. It works with a 13.56 MHz frequency to ignite and maintain the
plasma. The plasma is excited inside the process chamber so the Plasmalab
DP-80 is a direct system. The wafer is placed on a heatable plate of 25 cm in
diameter that serves at the same time as an electrode. The other electrode
is placed at the top of the chamber. The precursor gases enter the chamber
from the top.
The parameters to be changed in the control unit are gas flow, chamber pres-
sure, HF power and the temperature of the plate. The total power exceeds to
310 W, which is equivalent to a power density of 0.62 W/cm2. The process
pressure may vary in the range between 100 mTorr to 1 Torr. The chamber
evacuates to a value as low as about 4 mTorr. The substrate chuck heats the
sample to a temperature up to 400 ◦C. Gas flows depend on the respective
flow meter with maximum flows up to 150 sccm.
For the variation of the film composition, the apparatus allows to individ-
ually vary the gas flows. So the gas flow ratio will be the most important
parameter to grow different layer compositions.

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the used PECVD system Plasmalab DP-80
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4.2 Ellipsometric Film Characterisation

4.2.1 Optical Considerations of Passivating Thin Films

For solar cell’s efficiency not only passivation is important to maximise life-
time and therefore open-circuit voltage but also optical and electrical matters.
It is not the objective here to provide optimal light trapping in the emitter
and base region. But it is important to know the behaviour of absorption
and reflection of the passivating layers. Especially for emitter passivation,
the SiN layer will be on the front-side and therefore should provide a low
reflectivity and absorption.
Concerning reflectivity, it holds that reflected waves at an interface extin-
guish at a phase difference of λ/2 so the optimal layer has a thickness of λ/4
to fulfill that requisite for vertically irradiating light. That correlation comes
from the following relation

R =
r2
0 + r2

SC + 2r0rSC cos(2β)

1 + r2
0r

2
SC + 2r0rSC cos(2β)

(4.1)

r0 =
n1 − n0

n1 + n0

(4.2)

rSC =
nSC − n1

nSC + n1

(4.3)

β =
2π

λ
n1d1 (4.4)

for R as reflectivity at an air/dielectric/substrate-interface with refractive
indices of air (n0), the substrate (nSC) and the dielectric layer (n1) [24]. For
low reflection losses the term 4πn1d1/λ has to be minimal. So the optimal
minimal layer thickness d1 of the dielectric layer is:

d1 =
λ

4n1

(4.5)

For a wavelength of about 600 nm this value lies between 55 nm and 75 nm
for the deposited layers.

For the interface reflectivity with a optimal thick anti-reflection (AR) layer
with refractive index n1 and the substrate refractive index of nSC it holds
the simplified term [3]:

R = (
n2

1 − n0nSC

n2
1 + n0nSC

)2 (4.6)
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The refractive index for air n0 is n0 = 1. It follows that reflection is minimised
for

n2
1 = n0nSC (4.7)

with n0 as the refractive index for air or in general the refractive index of
the optical medium of the incident beam. Hence, the optimal AR layer’s n1

is found for

n1 =
√

nSC = · · · ≈ 1.97 (4.8)

being nSC = 3.45 for λ = 632.8 nm [25]. As the refractive index depends
on wavelength, a broad anti-reflective behaviour is difficult to obtain. The
wavelength at the main intensity of sun’s AM1.5 spectrum is the reference
for ideal refractive index calculations. Stoichiometric Si3N4 has a refractive
index of around n = 1.9. SiO2 and stoichiometric SiC have either a lower or
higher refractive index respectively. For stoichiometric silicon oxide and SiC
this value is at 1.45 and 2.7 respectively. In SiC technology the refractive
index varies similar to SiN by changing the Si content. More silicon-rich ma-
terials (as nSi = 3.45) provide a higher refractive index and even temperature
treated compounds do so upon creation of Silicon clusters in the layer [25]
what happens later on when annealing silicon nitride. Also depending on the
technology used, protective glass (n ≈ 1.5) caps the front of solar cells so
one must review calculations. It is also possible to think of several layers of
anti-reflection coating to even more reduce reflection in a broader spectrum
of wavelengths.

Concerning absorption the passivation layer should optimally have no ab-
sorption. In chapter 1.1 Beer’s absorption law (1.2) was presented which
describes that effect. The deposited passivation layers are non-conductive so
generation of electron-hole-pairs do not contribute to overall internal quan-
tum efficiency.

Related to the refractive index is the band gap of the material. Assuming
no interband states, absorption will not affect photons with energy lower
than that band gap. This means choosing a appropriate material with wider
band gap than silicon avoids absorption in the part of the solar spectrum
contributing most to carrier generation inside the solar cell.

The absorption and hence the extinction coefficient k vary on wavelength and
are considerable at wavelengths in the UV-range. For SiN, deposition tech-
nique, hydrogen content and material composition are the most important
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parameters determining the absorption of light. Moreover post-deposition
treatments are critical for the absorption behaviour. A post-anneal for in-
stance can replace Si-N bonds in favour of Si-Si bonds which are highly ab-
sorbing. Furthermore, hydrogen inside the layer is moving towards the bulk
or leaving the cell. In general, absorption increases upon post-annealing,
decreasing the global band-gap, mainly due to Si-Si bonds formation [26].

4.2.2 Ellipsometry

The determination of optical properties and of chemical composition of a de-
posited film needs non-destructive analysis methods. Obviously passivation
characteristics directly correlate with the chemical structure of the film. For
example stoichiometric silicon nitride films have a refractive index around
1.9 and present a good passivation in Kerr’s work [10] whereas silicon rich
films are optimal in other studies [8]. The silicon content is directly related
to the resulting band-gap and also to the refractive index. For the use of
AR layers, measurement of optical behaviour is essential, even for process
control.
Ellipsometry is a very suitable method for that. It allows to determine the
complex and real part of refractive index in a layer and at the same time its
thickness. An ellipsometer consists of a light source and polarisers that can
change polarisation of the light from linear to circular. Additionally an anal-
yser with a detector/amplifier is part of the system. In the measurement, a
laser beam illuminates the sample and the analyser detects the polarisation
of the incident beam. The comparison of the polarisation vectors Rp and Rs

in Equation 4.9 delivers the desired information about the sample.

ρ =
Rp

Rs

= tan Ψ exp ı∆ (4.9)

The reflection coefficients Rp and Rs indicate components of the incoming
light that are orthogonally and parallelly polarised to the plane of incidence.
The analyser measures the intensity of the polarised light (tan Ψ) and its
phase (∆). When the analyser is shifted orthogonally to the linearly po-
larised wave the incoming wave signal at the detector minimises. Polarisation
shifts because of the reflection at the interfaces and on passing the width of
the analysed layer. This shifts depends on the layer thickness and on the
refractive indices.
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Figure 4.3: Ellipsometry at a coated silicon substrate

4.3 Surface Recombination Measurement

For rapid verification of the passivation results measurement methods must
achieve information about carrier lifetime inside the sample. Preferable are
contactless methods as the passivating layers grow steps before the samples
provide electrical contacts. These also do represent recombination zones and
would influence the measurements. Contactless methods inhibit an easy way
of process control.

Some effective carrier lifetime methods base on illumination of the sample and
consecutive measurement of the excess carrier concentration by the implied
change in conductivity (photoconductive measurement, PC). Measurements
take place at different states of illumination with the help of a fast, transient
flash lamp signal compared to the value at no illumination (photoconduc-
tance decay, PCD). Some alternative would be a constant illumination and so
a constant generation inside the sample. A way to acquire the photoconduc-
tance of a specimen is the Quasi-steady-state technique (Quasi-steady-state
photoconductance, QSS-PC) which is using a slowly alternating illumination
and is watching the evolution of excess carriers continuously. The first and
last method determine lifetime in our samples. The excess minority carriers
(here: electrons) in concentration ∆n behave like described in [10]
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δ∆n

δt
= Gb(t, x)− Ub(t, x) + 1/q

dJn

dx
(4.10)

with Gb as the generation rate in the bulk, Ub the bulk recombination rate,
and Jn the minority current density. As the PC methods are contactless, Jn

only presents a recombination current. With some assumptions concerning
the measurement method (open-circuit conditions, constant minority carrier
as quasi-steady-state, homogeneous absorption and distribution of excess car-
rier inside the sample), the equation results in the effective minority carrier
lifetime

τeff =
∆nav(t)

Gav − δ∆nav(t)
δt

(4.11)

.
The average excess carrier concentration ∆nav is an approximation assuming
that SCR at the interface is very small compared to the bulk volume at a
homogeneous generation G(t) = Gav inside the sample. The assumption of a
small SCR will lead to an error at the measurement at low injections when
diffused emitters are present. The reference [27] describes this Depletion
Region Modulation effect. With the generation Gav and approximating the
absorption and surface reflection properties of the sample, lifetime becomes
a function of excess carrier concentration. The latter can be derived from
the conductance of the sample through following relation:

∆nav(t) =
∆σ(t)

qw(µn + µp)
(4.12)

The excess conductance ∆σ(t) as a function of time is the measured variable
and w is the width of the sample. The mobilities of electrons and holes are
µn and µp respectively.

All the measurements use PCD (photo-conductance decay) and QSS-PC
methods. The first one as a transient method is used to find out the op-
tical constant of the sample. The settings gained through this measurement
will be used to determine minority carrier lifetime over a broad injection
range (∆n ≈ 1013 cm−3 to 1017 cm−3) of the sample as seen in Figure 4.4.

The setup of the instrument shows Figure 4.5. The sample remains inside
the field of a RF-biased coil in a calibrated bridge. A reference solar cell is
placed next to the sample to determine Gav(t). The illumination source is a
photographic flash lamp whose flash time varies in the range of about 1/64
s to 1 s. The data of Gav(t) and ∆σ(t) in Equation 4.11 and equation 4.12
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Figure 4.4: A typical curve of lifetime τeff over excess carrier concentration ∆n.
The lifetime at 1-sun illumination is indicated as well as the asymptote where
lifetime is limited by Auger recombination at high injections. The silicon nitride
layer on top of a p-type silicon substrate has a refractive index of n = 2.27 and
the implied open-circuit voltage is VOC = 702 mV .
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leads to a plot of the minority carrier lifetime over excess minority carrier
density. Lifetime is the main parameter to determine the quality of passiva-
tion of a silicon sample. But directly correlated to that is the open-circuit
voltage in a sample with a pn-junction.

Figure 4.5: Setup of a photoconductance measurement system. An RF-coil
detects the changes of conductivity in the sample on top. An oscilloscope compares
the coil’s signal to this of a reference solar cell to extract the minority carrier
lifetime.

Assuming at the edge of the SCR in a p-type wafer

n ≈ ∆n (4.13)

p ≈ NA + ∆n (4.14)
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∆n ≈ ∆p (4.15)

for the carrier concentrations of electrons (n) and holes (p), and the bulk
doping concentration NA. With the QSS-PC technique the following relation
holds:

np = n2
i exp

(
VOC

Vt

)
(4.16)

Vt = kT/q is the temperature voltage, NA the p-type base doping concentra-
tion, ni the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon.
So bringing everything together an equation for the open-circuit voltage gives:

VOC = Vt ln
∆n(0)(NA + ∆n(0))

n2
i

(4.17)

Usually the implied open-circuit voltage is given for a certain illumination
level, which is 1 sun (Popt = 1kW/m2).

The instruments in that project are the SINTON WCT 120 and SINTON
WCT 100 both based on the photoconductance method.

4.4 Measuring Parameters of Diffused Emit-

ters

In order to qualify the diffused emitters, a four-point-probe instrument mea-
sures the emitter sheet resistance. Hereby, four metal needles are pressed
onto the emitter surface. The two inner contacts of the four in-line arranged
needles measure a voltage drop that is caused by a current driven by the
outer two needles. This method avoids errors through the cable resistance.
The ratio V/I is in relation with the emitter sheet resistance through

Rsq = 4.53
V

I
(4.18)

in units of Ω/2.

For systems with a diffused emitter an extended model describes recombi-
nation. In that case latter mainly takes place in the pn-junction between
emitter and base. Instead of Seff , the saturation current density J0e and
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lifetime τeff describe recombination in the sample. The model of a solar cell
with pn-junction helps for a better understanding.

A diode (or two) in parallel with a current source and resistances describe
the voltage and current behaviour of a solar cell. Later on, with diffused
emitters, it is necessary to extract the diode’s parameter like the reverse
saturation current density (J0e for the diffusion diode and J0rec for the re-
combination diode) and ideality (ne and nrec for diffusion and recombination
diodes respectively).
Two diodes describe recombination in an emitter. The first diode describes
recombination currents inside the SCR (recombination diode). The diffusion
diode describes recombination inside the emitter material. The recombina-
tion currents yield [28]

Jr = qUemitter = J0e

(
e

qVOC
ndiff kT − 1

)
+ J0rec

(
e

qVOC
nreckT − 1

)
(4.19)

with Uemitter as the recombination rate in the emitter. At high injections
mainly the diffusion diode limits lifetime as its main recombination mech-
anism is Auger recombination. At lower values, the Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination in the SCR is affecting overall recombination. The model
assumes the ideality factors n to be ndiff = 1 and nrec = 2. For the sake of
completeness bulk recombination adds as the third source of recombination.
With the equations 4.16 and 1.11 for the diffusion diode lifetime yields from

1/τdiff =
2J0e(NA + ∆n)

qwn2
i

(4.20)

and for the recombination diode from the equation

1/τrec =
2J0rec

qw∆n

[
(NA + ∆n)∆n

n2
i

]1/nrec

(4.21)

to separate both recombination phenomena. A photoconductance apparatus
measures effective lifetime and J0e results from that with the help of the
described model above. The overall expression for lifetime including bulk
lifetime in a symmetrically deposited n+/p/n+ structure at high and medium
injections [2] is

1

τeff

=
1

τbulk

+
2J0e(NA + ∆n)

qwn2
i

(4.22)

.
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The Chapter 6 shows emitter lifetimes and exemplary extractions using that
model.

4.5 Resume

This chapter presents preparation methods to grow silicon nitride layers on
silicon substrates with a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition sys-
tem. Characterisation methods show how the surface recombination veloc-
ity and the emitter saturation current density emerge from measurements
with quasi-steady-state photoconductance instruments. Ellipsometry identi-
fies the optical properties of the layers.
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Chapter 5

Deposition of SiN by PECVD

A lot of experience exists with Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
(PECVD) in depositing silicon nitride layers. Today, it is a standard process
in industry for thin films. Advantages in cost, quality (surface damage) and
time (deposition rate) as well vote for PECVD compared to other deposition
methods like Sputtering [29] or Direct Nitration. This chapter gives the de-
tails about passivating a p-type silicon bulk with silicon nitride by PECVD. It
observes the influence of varying gas flows of silane and ammonia, the incor-
poration of a post-deposition thermal annealing and eventually the addition of
phosphine on the carrier lifetime. Some samples show the long-time stability
of the deposited silicon nitride layers. First of all the next section resumes
the relevant works using silicon nitride and silicon carbide to passivate c-Si.

5.1 Experimental setup

Based on the experience of those works and the experience gained with other
materials, the aim is to establish a process to passivate p-type wafers with a
silicon nitride layer.
The apparent contradictory results with stoichiometric and silicon rich ma-
terial make it difficult to set a clear preference for one of the two methods.
Finally a similar process like the one used at the UPC for silicon carbide
allows to compare with the passivation of those layers.

After some testing with different substrates, float-zone double-polished crys-
talline silicon wafers (FZ04P DSP) with p-type doping are the available sub-
strates for the dielectric layers. The measured wafer thicknesses are in the
range of 250 µm to 260 µm (250 ±15 µm). The doping concentration of
around 5× 10−15cm−3 is confirmed and measured for every single raw wafer.
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The resulting bulk resistivity is between 2.2 Ωcm and 2.54 Ωcm.

As already mentioned, the deposition parameters are similar to those of fu-
ture works especially also to depositions made with silicon carbide. The
parameters for the first deposition shows Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Parameters and results for first silicon nitride deposition.

Parameter Value for first depositions
PECVD system Oxford Plasmalab DP-80
Plasma excitation Direct (13.56 MHz)
Temperature T [◦C] 375
Pressure p [mTorr] 500
Total power P [W ] 62
Gas flow f [sccm] 22
Gas flow ratio SiH4/NH3 GFR 1.2
Silane flow fsi [sccm] 12
Ammonia flow fnh [sccm] 10
Resulting refractive index n 2.15- 2.3
Film thickness d [nm] 73- 81
Deposition time t [min] 6
Resulting effective lifetime τeff [µs] 640
Implied open-circuit voltage VOC [mV] 713
Wafer used 2.22 Ωcm-p-type, FZ
Wafer thickness w [µm] 257

The deposition procedure is the following: After the measurement of the
thickness and resistivity of a wafer, a cutting procedure creates smaller test
samples for the deposition. A label put on the border marks the sample and
a RCA clean deletes the cutting particles and contaminations. The RCA
cleaning step is a wet-chemical procedure to delete organical residues with
the first step, called RCA1. The RCA2 clean releases the wafer surface and
its upper layers from metallic pollution. The quantities and process times
shows Table 5.2.
The last etching deletes the created oxide in the RCA2 step. Immediately
after, the wafer enters the deposition chamber of the PECVD machine. This
avoids the growth of an oxide layer on top of the bare silicon substrate to
be passivated. After the first deposition a turning of the wafer allows to
start the deposition of the second side. If there is a big contamination of the
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Table 5.2: The chemicals, quantities and process times and temperatures used
for the RCA clean before a PECVD deposition.

Cleaning step Chemicals Quantities Time/Temperature
RCA1 H2O 3000 ml 20 min/70 ◦C

H2O2 500 ml
NH3 500 ml

HF1 H2O 3960 ml 1 min
HF 40 ml

RCA2 H2O 2800 ml 20 min/70 ◦C
H2O2 400 ml
HCl 400 ml

HF2 H2O 3960 ml 1 min
HF 40 ml

deposition chamber due to silicon nitride dusty components, a nitrogen gun
cleans the wafer’s surface before the second deposition.

After the PECVD treatment, the photoconductance instrument analyses the
lifetime. The measurement with the ellipsometer delivers the layer refractive
index and its thickness.

As the main focus of this work is the comparison of silicon nitride layers
with and without phosphorus, the variation of silane gas flow is the only
optimisation done. The possibility to do the optimisation for temperature,
pressure, power, deposition time, total gas flow or precursor gases would
exceed the frame of this work.

5.2 Influence of Varying Silane Flow

In the following, the deposited silicon nitride layers can appear with the ab-
breviations SiN , SiN(i), SiN(n), SiNx(i) or SiNx(n) in order to distinguish
between intrinsic silicon nitride and phosphorus-doped silicon nitride.

All the above mentioned parameters are constant except of the silane flow. It
varies from 8 sccm to a maximum value of 16 sccm. Resulting layers should
have a thickness of 80± 10 nm what determines the deposition time (5 min
to 10 min). The layers with a low silane flow (GFR = 0.8 · · · 1.2) provide
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a lower deposition rate of about 7 to 9 nm/min. Depositions with a GFR =
1.6 have deposition rates of 10 to 11 nm/min.

Figure 5.1: Influence of gas flow ratio on the resulting refractive index n of the
deposited silicon nitride layer. The dependence in the observed range is quite
linear. The higher the silane flow, the more silicon-rich the layers are.

The refractive index of the layers rises in the same way as the silane flow
increases. Probably more silicon is incorporated to the SiNx layer when
increasing the silane flow.

Although a lot of samples suffer from unstable conditions, a clear trend in
minimum SRV appears. With higher refractive index and hence a probable
higher silicon content in the layer, the surface passivation improves and SRV
remains on an almost constant level. The values reached are as low as Seff

= 23 cm/s. These are values in a not optimised process but with parameters
originally taken as a starting point.

For SiC layers deposited with higher temperature (400 ◦C), lower pressure
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Figure 5.2: The surface recombination velocity versus refractive index. The
more silicon-rich the layers, the better the passivation of the layer in terms of
SRV. Layers with n > 2.3 do not further improve in SRV.

(300 mTorr) and slighlty lower plasma power (0.031 W/cm2), the same de-
pendence exists. For higher silicon content, SRV values saturate towards a
minimal value. On 3.3 Ωcm-substrates, Seff values with 6 cm/s emerge from
that depositions [30].

One sample (see Table 5.3) grew with a refractive index of n = 2.3 and a
layer thickness of d = 79 nm reaches the lowest value measured with the pho-
toconductance instrument Sinton WCT 120 of Seff = 15.8 cm/s. Anyway,
other samples with the same deposition parameters reach optimal values on
the standard instrument in this thesis - the Sinton WCT 100.

5.3 Influence of Introducing Phosphine

Instead of using silane and ammonia exclusively as precursors, the following
experiments introduces a phosphine flow to the process. The resulting lay-
ers are denoted SiN(n) or SiNx(n) to show that they contain phosphorus, a
donor atom. Flows of silane and ammonia vary in the same way as in the
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Table 5.3: Parameters for silicon nitride deposition for optimised lifetime. The
resulting layer is silicon-rich with n = 2.3. The values are from measurements after
annealing at 380 ◦C in a nitrogen atmosphere for 20 minutes. Before this step the
SRV was Seff = 19.6 cm/s and also the lowest value reached.

Parameter Value
Temperature T [◦C] 375
Pressure p [mTorr] 500
Total power P [W ] 62
Gas flow ftot [sccm] 24
Gas flow ratio GFR SiH4/NH3 1.4
Silane flow fSiH [sccm] 14
Ammonia flow fNH [sccm] 10
Resulting refractive index n 2.25- 2.34
Film thickness d [nm] 70- 79
Deposition time t [min] 6.5
Resulting effective lifetime τeff [µs] 808
Surface recombination velocity Seff [cm/s] 15.8
Implied open-circuit voltage VOC [mV] 723
Wafer 2.49 Ωcm-p-type, FZ
Wafer thickness w [µm] 255

experiments without PH3. Phosphine is ready-made mixed with silane in a
ratio of 95 % silane and 5 % phosphine. In the following, if the gas flow ratio
is designated as GFR = 1.2 for example, this means that the silane flow is a
12 sccm and ammonia is a 10 sccm. The flow of the latter is not changed in
the whole work. Therefore the phosphine flow is equal to 0.63 sccm.

Changes in the mechanical properties state in the growth rate, layer consis-
tency and refractive index. For low GFR there is a slight shift downwards for
SiN(n) in Figure 5.3. Less silicon is supposed to incorporate for that GFR
in the presence of phosphine. No difference appears in the upper region.

Again the gas flow ratio varies to change composition of the SiNx(n) layers.
This time the resulting SRV curve 5.4 is different. There is no saturation at
a low value but the figure has a minimum at around n = 2.3 with Seff = 20
cm/s. The comparison with SiC shows a similar behaviour. There is a clear
minimum in the varied parameters [11]. The same holds for RF power and
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Figure 5.3: Change in refractive index of passivating layers upon changing gas
flow ratio. The round symbols represent layers deposited from silane and ammo-
nia precursors. The triangle symbols show layers with an additional phosphine
precursor.

deposition pressure leaving the other parameters at the ideal value for lowest
Seff .

The best sample produced with parameters in Table 5.4 has a SRV of Seff =
16.6 cm/s with n = 2.25. The layer thickness is d = 34 nm. As this value is
measured with a different QSS-PC system it does not appear in Figure 5.4
above.

A test sample with a deposition of ideal layer composition of both technolo-
gies and thicknesses of d = 50 nm for SiN(n) and d = 200 nm for SiN(i)
obtained a SRV of Seff = 17.8 cm/s after an annealing step.

5.4 Post-deposition Treatments

Some samples show a surface damage after deposition that increases after
an annealing step. It is not completely clear if the appeared surface damage
originates in hydrogen effusion or in a different effect. Hence the samples do
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Table 5.4: Deposition parameters for silicon nitride with phosphorus with highest
lifetime. The resulting layer is silicon-rich with n = 2.25.

Parameter Value
Temperature T [◦C] 375
Pressure p [mTorr] 500
Total power P [W ] 62
Gas flow ftot [sccm] 22.63
Gas flow ratio GFR SiH4/NH3 1.2
Silane/Phosphine(5%) flow fSiH/PH [sccm] 12.63
Ammonia flow fNH [sccm] 10
Resulting refractive index n 2.23- 2.26
Film thickness d [nm] 32- 35
Deposition time t [min] 4
Resulting effective lifetime τeff [µs] 769
Surface recombination velocity Seff [cm/s] 16.6
Implied open-circuit voltage VOC [mV] 716
Wafer 2.29 Ωcm-p-type, FZ
Wafer thickness w [µm] 255
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Figure 5.4: The surface recombination velocity Seff of SiN(n) layers (round
symbols) versus refractive index. There is a minimum at a refractive index of
about n ≈ 2.3 so the resulting layer provides best surface passivation in that
region. For clarity the figure shows the minimum surface recombination velocities
over refractive index for the SiN(i) layers (triangle symbols). The error for the
measurement is estimated to be 10 %.

not receive a hydrogenation treatment after depositions, moreover the need
for that step has to be questioned for this type of material.

The experience with amorphous silicon compounds is that a thermal anneal-
ing with forming gas helps to improve surface passivation properties. Forming
gas is a mixture of 95 % nitrogen and 5 % hydrogen. It is usually applied
at deposition temperature. A possible loss of passivation might recover due
to that hydrogen treatment. It is even likely that bonds at the interface of
the passivation layer and substrate rearrange during that thermal treatment
after a direct PECVD process [8].

Silicon samples with passivation layers undergo a thermal treatment at dif-
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ferent temperatures to see the influence on lifetime. Test samples stay in
a furnace for 20 minutes with temperatures between 380 ◦C and 500 ◦C. A
quantity of 5 l/min of nitrogen flows during the anneal and 5 minutes before
to stabilise the temperature profile inside the oven and create an inert atmo-
sphere. Layers of SiN(i) and SiN(n) with a comparable passivation quality
on a c-Si bulk are part of the experiment. Deposition of that layers takes
place at a temperature of 375 ◦C. The furnace is supposed to have a 5 ◦C
lower real temperature in that range than programmed because of a wrong
estimation of the furnace. Before the process, the samples experience a rinse
in de-ionised-water (DI-water) and a N2 drying procedure.

In a first approach, the evaluation of the measurement consists in compar-
ing the relative change in lifetime for samples of both kinds for treatments
at different temperatures. The clean samples remain in the furnace for 20
minutes. The measurement of lifetime after the annealing delivers Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Development of effective lifetimes after single 20 minutes temperature
annealings in N2. Lifetimes were measured right after the thermal steps.

Anneal temperature T [◦C] Lifetime τeff [µs]
SiN(i), n=2.4 SiN(n), n=2.26

Before anneal 617 769
380 808 756
400 633 427
425 162 170
450 88 119
500 64 84

For the SiN(i) sample there is a clear tendency how Figure 5.5 illustrates. In
a first step at a temperature comparable to the deposition temperature there
is a rise in lifetime of 30 %. In the following steps degradation occurs until
the sample lifetime reaches a value of ≈ 10 % of the initial value.

The other sample shows no improvement but almost remains at the similar
level after the temperature step of 380 ◦C. After that, the lifetime degrades
in a similar way like the sample without phosphorus.

An improvement in lifetime is possible. The difficulty is to compare both
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Figure 5.5: The plot shows the relative change in lifetime after every single
temperature anneal of 20 minutes. The triangle symbols represent a sample with
phosphorus containing passivation layers, the square symbols layers without phos-
phor. Lifetime is at 1 sun of illumination. Lines are a guide to the eye.

sample types. The samples have different layer widths (37 nm for SiN(n)
and ≈ 75 nm for SiN(i)), so they also show a different diffusion and effusion
behaviour for hydrogen and show a different evolution of lifetime. For the
sake of clarification of the role of thickness, a single sample with phosphorus
doped passivation layer grows to a thickness of 65nm to 75 nm.
The set gas flow ratio is GFR = 1.2 to obtain a good passivation with a
deposition time of 6.5 minutes. In this case the effective lifetime increases by
50 % from 315 µs to 483 µs and the surface combination velocity decreases
by 29 % from 37.1 cm/s to 26.5 cm/s. In another experiment the same rise
occurs on a sample with a silicon nitride passivated front side and a back side
made of phosphorus-doped silicon nitride. Hence, it is probable that both
kinds of compound show a similar annealing behaviour.

For all the lifetime measurements varying the gas flows, the wafers do not
anneal to reduce thermal stress to the samples, and maintain the deposition
conditions, despite the results of this section.
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For silicon carbide there are similar observations in ref. [27]. There are only
fair improvements in lifetime or even degradations of the thin films. The
thicker the films, the more the post deposition thermal treatment affects life-
time in a positive way.

5.5 Time Stability of Thin Films

The lifetime of both layer types experience a change over a long-time. The
samples remain under ambient light in closed boxes at room temperature.
They are not annealed after deposition. The lifetime measurements take
place regularly during a time of more than 1000 hours (7 weeks).

With the selected samples lifetime increased to a value between 5 % and 20
% of the as-deposited value. For the phosphorus containing silicon nitride
lifetime is again slowly decreasing after some 400 hours. But even after 1000
hours the lifetime does not decrease to its initial value. The same happens
to the SiN(i) layers. The only difference is that lifetime initially increases to
a higher value, due to the thicker layer.

It would be interesting to see the development over a longer time than it was
possible through the limited duration of this work. In some passivation layer
systems, measurable degradation only occurs even after more than some 1000
hours.

5.6 Comparison of SiN(i) and SiN(n) layers

Both investigated layers show a good passivation of crystalline silicon sub-
strate. For the used p-type wafers with a 2.2 Ωcm to 2.5 Ωcm resistivity
and produced in FZ-technology. The main difference is that intrinsic silicon
nitride doesn’t show a clear ideal composition but provides better passivation
with silicon-rich films with n >2.3.

The introducing of phosphorus does change that behaviour. There is an ideal
range of silicon and nitride proportions. The resulting films with refractive
index of 2.3 stem from precursor gases of silane/phosphine and ammonia
with a ratio of both gases of 1.2.
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5.6 Comparison of SiN(i) and SiN(n) layers

Figure 5.6: The relative change in lifetime compared to lifetime measured after
deposition. The triangle symbols show a SiN(n) sample with thickness of 60 nm,
suitable for AR purposes. The circles are normalised lifetimes of a SiN(i) wafer
with 45 nm thickness.
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For the posterior thermal treatments the layer systems of SiN(i) and SiN(n)
do not differ. Growth conditions are similar whereas at a low silane flow in
deposition the refractive index slightly decreases.

5.7 Perforations Phenomenon

During depositions it happens that in some samples blisters appear on the
surface. These blisters occur right at deposition and spoil the device surface.
Some of them reach the surface and leave a hole in the passivation layer.
In thermal treatments this effect deteriorates the surface quality and influ-
ences the electrical properties of the sample (see Figure 5.7).
In general there are several tendencies observed.

1. The phenomenon occurs severely on the first side deposited on sym-
metrical samples. The second side always shows less or no damage.

2. During thermal annealings, a once stated damage degrades further
more.

3. The third tendency that is observed is that the effect happens more
frequently in thick layers with higher silicon content. That is for a
refractive index n >2.25 and layer thickness d >40-50 nm.

4. The phosphorus containing samples are concerned, but density of bub-
bles is generally less.

It is hard to determine when this phenomenon happens and when not. It
seems that there is a great dependence on secondary deposition parameters.
In the PECVD machine one difference in the two layers is that the first
one contacts the hot plate/electrode and performs a kind of post hot-plate
annealing while the second layer grows.
An assumption for blisters is that hydrogen diffuses out of the layer and
thereby leaves a tremendous damage at the surface. Under the microscope,
the formations are perfectly round with a diameter of about 10 µm to 40
µm. It seems that hydrogen gathers inside of cavities in order to escape in
a sudden emersion to leave a perfectly round hole. Similar effects happen in
silicon carbide layers. The behaviour of the blisters resembles a liquid that
forms drops on a hydrophobic surface. A clean silicon surface is hydrophobic.
Hence the hole’s origin may lie at the interface of the silicon substrate and
the passivation layer. This indicates a problem in the process chain due to
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Figure 5.7: Microscope picture of a 85nm-silicon nitride layer after annealing
with nitrogen. After deposition only small blisters are present. Upon annealing
the bigger bubbles form. The picture shows a sharp border between a region of
small (20 µm in diameter) and big (30 µm to 40 µm in diameter) blisters.

residues in the lithographic steps. Details of the used chemicals gives the
process sequence of the solar cell in Chapter 7.
The bubbles also exist under the metallisation which is on top of the substrate
after removing the silicon nitride as Image 5.8 demonstrates. This implies
that the holes also affect the substrate. In the cell processing, a plasma etch
removes the nitride layer. The thickness and composition of the nitride film
determine the etching time. In the case that holes are present in the nitride
layer, the plasma attacks the diffused silicon emitter too, what explains the
holes under the metallisation layers.

As the phenomenon appears in cell processing as in the test samples the
hypothesis of contamination loses ground in favour of the hydrogen effusion
assumption. Further investigation is necessary to clear that point ultimately.

The blisters are a serious problem for the passivation role of silicon nitride.
At the sites of the holes there is no passivation effect at all. When the
plasma etch in cell fabrication attacks the substrate a groove appears inside
the emitter. The capping metal layer subsequently introduces recombination
centres to the surface. Hence in a real cell a ’de-passivation’ rather than a
passivation occurs.
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Figure 5.8: Picture of a prototype cell with phosphorus-rich silicon nitride pas-
sivation layer and consecutively diffused emitter on p-type substrate (dark area).
The bright areas are part of the front metallisation. The cell is shown after the
evaporation step of that metal grid. The perforation affects the whole cell, not
only the parts with passivation. A plasma etch deletes the silicon nitride under
the metal fingers.
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5.8 Results

In the first experimental part silicon nitride layers grow on p-type substrates
with the help of PECVD technology. As the objective is to passivate the
surface effectively, effective lifetime measurements are necessary. From that
emerges the effective surface recombination velocity of minority carriers. The
minimal SRV is as low as 23 cm/s for silicon nitride passivation. More silicon-
rich films are favourable for passivation but there is no further improvement
for layers with a refractive index n >2.3.

Silicon nitride layers with phosphorus incorporation passivate with similar
quality with Seff ≈ 20 cm/s for a layer’s refractive index of n = 2.25 to n =
2.3. For films with n >2.3 the surface recombination velocity increases again.

The chapter also describes the effect of probable hydrogen diffusion and its
implications on the passivation performance and on solar cell functionality.

A thermal treatment with nitrogen at deposition temperature in a FGA
furnace may improve lifetime to a value as high as 50 %. Films are stable in
a time span of 1000 hours and even show a slight rise in lifetime in the first
days after deposition without a FGA. Later a part of this improvement is
lost again after 1000 hours but lifetime is still higher than after deposition.
This effect does not have a clear dependence on thickness or composition. In
order to get a final conclusion about the long time behaviour of the films,
additional, temporally extended studies have to clarify that point.
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Chapter 6

Formation of Emitters from
Silicon Nitride Samples

This chapter describes the experiments to achieve the formation of an emitter.
The investigations show the necessary process parameters to get a satisfying
emitter profile. After that, the measured diode parameters characterise the
created emitter and its passivation capability from lifetime measurements.
Finally, the results of conventionally passivated emitters help to classify the
used processes and the emitter quality.

6.1 Thermal Experiments with SiN Samples

For the following experiments the SiN(i) and SiN(n) samples have refractive
indices from n = 2.0 to n ≈ 2.7 for silicon-rich layers. Thickness varies
slightly but remains at 40±5 nm in order to avoid a probable hydrogen effu-
sion that may deteriorate the surface quality. The annealing process always
starts with a cleaning of the samples in DI-water and ends up in drying them
with a nitrogen gun.

The used furnace provides a quartz tube and a controller for programmable
ramps. A nitrogen flow of 100 sccm is present in the furnace during the
annealing.

For test purposes some pre-treatments verify the mechanical and chemical
resistance of silicon nitride layers. The next section describes these experi-
ments.
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6.1.1 Pre-anneal

The samples are very hydrogen-rich due to the presence of that gas during
deposition in the precursor gases silane/phosphine (SiH4/PH3) and ammo-
nia (NH3). For the passivation, hydrogen is essential at least for certain
silicon substrates like in multi-crystalline silicon. For crystalline silicon the
role of hydrogen is still not clear. It is assumed that a hydrogen layer at the
passivation/substrate interface is already sufficient in silicon nitride passiva-
tion systems to saturate dangling bonds of the silicon base.
On the other hand, the high diffusivity of hydrogen is problematic. It could
severely damage interfaces, layers and surfaces. So in fact, it is desired to
have a slow and controlled hydrogen effusion out of the layers.

The furnace heats up to an intermediate temperature of 500 ◦C and the
wafers remain there for one hour. The nitrogen flow stabilises the tempera-
ture distribution inside the three zones of the oven.

For the test, a SiN(i) sample with a refractive index of n = 2.3 is annealed.
Degradation of the sample occurs slightly but does not change visually com-
pared to the as-deposited sample.

A second experiment proves if a high temperature step severely changes the
surface of the samples. For that sake, three samples slowly enter the fur-
nace at a temperature of 850 ◦C. Assisted by a nitrogen flow the wafers
remain there for 30 minutes. After that, temperature is ramped down (25
◦C/minute) and the samples chill down to room temperature. The samples
with a thickness of more than 40 nm show a strong change in surface texture.
A thin white layer on the surface, and drains of a supposed gas, flowing on
the surface appear on the surface, as Figure 6.1 shows. But these effects
already start during deposition with the SiN(i) samples. The specimen de-
posited with PH3 show much less effusion holes at the surface. The results
of the high temperature experiment concludes Table 6.1.

6.1.2 Effect of Diffusion Temperature

Simulations of a conventional emitter diffusion shows Section 3.2.1. The
emerging diffusion profile of those emitter depends on temperature, substrate
doping, starting surface doping concentration, and time. The variation of
temperature has a strong impact on the emitter depth. This forms samples
with different diffusion depths in the upcoming experiment. The sheet resis-
tance will verify that, and the already known parameter J0e will deliver more
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Table 6.1: The surface state of different samples after a high temperature an-
nealing

Sample SiN(n) SiN(i)
Refractive index n 2.5 2.0

Thickness d after deposition (side A/B) [nm] 41/31 43/43
Thickness d after annealing (side A/B) [nm] 34/25 -

After deposition no effusion scratch, no effusion
After annealing no effusion strong effusion

Figure 6.1: A microscope image of a silicon nitride sample with a thickness of 40
nm after a 850 ◦C annealing. The blisters show a very regular form and various
regular structures like a ’scratch’ appear on the surface. These phenomena indicate
either a possible contamination of the sample before deposition or probably a
effusion of the hydrogen in the layer.
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information about the emitter quality.

For crystalline solar cells a range for Rsq of roughly 40 Ω/2 to 150 Ω/2
is preferable. A certain sheet resistance determines the parameters of tem-
perature profiles and process time. Both should result in a reasonable time
and energy budget. During deposition a constant nitrogen flow of 5 l/min
supplies the furnace in order to stabilise the temperature gradient in the oven.

A first approach starts with a temperature range of 850 ◦C to 1050 ◦C re-
garding the evolution of Rsq. The last values of temperature are already on
a critical level where the bulk silicon degrades, so this temperature should
not be exceeded even further.

The experimental setup is the following: After rinsing and drying with ni-
trogen, the samples anneal in the furnace at a temperature of 500 ◦C (see
Figure 6.2). They remain there for one hour. A slow temperature ramp is
important to control and even avoid effusion effects in the layer. As this
treatment affects the thermal budget dramatically, further investigations are
necessary to skip that step in the future.

After one hour, temperature rises with a ramp of 15 ◦C/min to the final
diffusion temperature. The high temperature phase lasts 20 minutes. Then,
the furnace cools down with a ramp of 10 ◦C/min for another 10 minutes
before the sample leaves the furnace step by step within 5 minutes.

The samples in the experiment have a passivation layer with best passiva-
tion properties which is a layer with n ≈ 2.25. The thickness of layers is
40 nm for all samples. Through the high temperature step it is probable
that the composition of the passivating layer changes. Ellipsometry is able
to verify that. A test sample with n1 = 2.53 changes its refractive index to
n2 = 2.87. It is assumed that clusters of silicon form where the refractive
index is higher than in SiN and hence has an influence on the overall refrac-
tive index. But through the loss of uniformity, doubts about the reliability
of the measurement arise. But it can be stated that the process changes the
optical appearance of the sample.

Diffusion takes place at temperatures of 850 ◦C, 900 ◦C, 950 ◦C, 1000 ◦C,
and 1050 ◦C. After deposition the sheet resistance Rsq and the saturation
current density J0e characterise the formed pn-junction. The sheet resistance
decreases with higher diffusion temperatures as well as the extracted J0e. The
tendency of J0e is in compliance with known results for passivated emitters
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Figure 6.2: Temperature profile of a diffusion process at 950 ◦C diffusion tem-
perature. The steep ramp at the beginning and at the end are the moments in
which the samples enter and leave the quartz tube.
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(see Figure 6.6).
Figure 6.3 shows emitters with good saturation current density values. The
emitter saturation current density indicates the recombination through the
emitter. Emitters with a higher sheet resistance have a lower value for J0e.
The value for J0e is a lower limit extracted from the lifetime measurements
and the model in Section 4.4.

Figure 6.3: Sheet resistances (Rsq) and resulting saturation current densities
(J0e) from QSSPC measurements of samples with n = 2.25. The emitter diffused
at 850 ◦C does not appear due to not reliable measurement and a hardly diffused
emitter. The temperature varies from 900 ◦C to 1050 ◦C. Lines are a guide to the
eye. The values for J0e are a lower limit due to measurement restrictions.

The presented results show that it is possible to create emitters with low
sheet resistances as long as the furnace temperature is high enough.

6.1.3 Effect of Variation of Phosphorus/Silicon Con-
tent

The phosphorus content in the layers depends mainly on the gas flow ratio
due to the fact that the phosphine content in the SiH4/PH3 mixture is a 5
%. This ratio is not changeable in the setup. Hence, to raise the phosphorus
content in the deposition process one has to add more SiH4/PH3 flow.
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The following experiment shows how changing gas flow ratio (GFR) between
silane/phosphane and ammonia affects the emitter in the samples.

The temperature sequence (Figure 6.2) and the pre-treatment remain un-
altered to the previous sections. The peak temperature is at 850 ◦C in a
first run. As the resulting sheet resistances are high above the needed value
(some kΩ/2), the experiment performs again at a temperature of 950 ◦C.
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 depict the results of the samples after the second
treatment.

Figure 6.4: Sheet resistances (Rsq) versus gas flow ratio of SiH4 + PH3/NH3.
Diffusion is at 850 ◦C and consecutively at 950 ◦C for all samples. The gas flow
is linearly related to refractive index. A higher GFR result in layers with a higher
refractive index.

The experiment delivers important information about emitter formation and
emitter quality, depending on the relation of deposition gases. The effective
lifetime does not show any straight relation with that ratio as it depends on
more parameters than plotted. The inverse of effective lifetime is a function
of J0e and of injection carrier density.

The results are difficult to place as most results are from passivation layers
on diffused emitters. Nevertheless, Figure 6.6 relates the acquired J0e to
existing ones. Results for diffused emitters are still up to ten times better
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Figure 6.5: Emitter saturation current density J0e (triangles) and effective life-
time τeff (dots) versus gas flow ratio. The current density, gained from lifetime
measurements, decreases with higher GFR (lower sheet resistance) what is con-
trary to usual results. Cause for this may be the degradation of the passivation
seen in the low lifetimes.
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as passivation with doped nitride compounds. Anyway, the values show
that an emitter diffusion is feasible with fairly good values of J0e = 200 −
300 fA/cm2. These values are minimum values with the extraction model
explained above. A clear difference is the temperature necessary to reach a
low resistive emitter. Compared to SiC these value are about 100 ◦C higher
with SiN.

Figure 6.6: The saturation current density J0e over sheet resistance Rsq. The
results come from layers with n = 2.43 (for Rsq = 85 Ω/2) and n = 2.65 (for Rsq

= 37 Ω/2). The values are from a different series than in Figure 6.3 and more
silicon-rich. The values of Kerr [20] and Aberle [31] are for diffused emitters with
drive-in step whereas Kerr’s layers have a thin oxide under the SiN layer. Orpella’s
work [2] was already presented in Section 3.4. Lines are a guide to the eye.

6.2 Results

This chapter resumes the experiments made with temperature treatments of
phosphorus-doped silicon nitride samples. The passivated samples anneal in
a furnace at temperatures between 850 ◦C and 1050 ◦C. Lifetime measure-
ments identify the resulting emitters that are made of samples varying in
annealing temperature and refractive index. It results that high temperature
steps for 20 minutes at about 950 ◦C are necessary to create emitters with
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sheet resistances lower than 100 Ω/2. The samples with optimal passivation
properties are not ideal for the diffusion as the phosphorus content is too
small. Layers with n >2.4 are preferable. During the high-temperature step
lifetime degrades and some sample surfaces suffer from a probable effusion of
hydrogen. Thermal experiments show that this effect occurs fewer in SiN(n)
samples compared to SiN(i) layers.
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Chapter 7

Application of Silicon Nitride
Layers to a Solar Cell
Prototype

The introduced layers of silicon nitride compounds show good passivation of
crystalline p-type silicon. Furthermore a thermal treatment creates an emitter
out of these layers and silicon nitrides are able to serve as good anti-reflective
layer. The question is how suitable and adaptable these processes are for the
production of a cell - both on laboratory scale and in industrial production.
A theoretical consideration investigates the latter. An exemplatory fabrication
of a prototype cell deals with the feasibility of a complete process sequence.
The reference for this one is a standard process for a crystalline cell of the
institute. The chapter explains the single steps with a close view on paral-
lels for both technologies. The aim is to realise a working solar cell at the end.

7.1 Process Chain for Crystalline Solar Cells

The starting point for the cell production is a float-zone technology wafer
with p-type doping. Its resistivity is ρ = 2.32 Ωcm at a thickness of d = 253
µm named 2.4P253Ñ (or 2.4P253NN ). The photoconductance instrument
measures the conductivity.

The structure of the finished cell appears in Figure 7.1. On both sides, silicon
nitride layers passivate the silicon substrate. The surface is not structured
and the fabrication does not incorporate special AR coating beside of the
passivation layers.
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The design incorporates the diffusion of the emitter from the passivation
layer. The sheet resistance is projected to be a 100 Ω/2. The backside
metallisation is made of aluminium with point contacts that are annealed in
order to obtain a good ohmic contact. The front metal layer is a combination
of titanium, palladium and silver.

Figure 7.1: The schematic structure of the processed solar cell. Silicon nitride
layers passivate the cell fields. As phosphorus dopes the silicon nitride layers, a
silicon oxide covers the passive areas of the wafer in order to avoid a diffusion
there. In principle, a SiN(i) layer can replace the oxide.

7.1.1 Cleaning

A cleaning step removes the organic and metallic impurities from the surface
of the wafer before the first process step. The first treatment is an alkaline
bath in an ammonia/hydrogen peroxide solution for 20 minutes whereas the
remaining time at 70 ◦C is 10 minutes. The same parameters like in Table
5.2 are valid. The grown oxide with the impurities lifts-off with an etch in
fluoric acid.
Another bath in hydrochloric acid (HCl) removes metal impurities.
The final step of an HF-etch antecedes the introduction to the oxidation fur-
nace.
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7.1.2 Oxidation

Oxidation protects the backside of the wafer from phosphorus during the dif-
fusion step of the front. At the same time it avoids diffusion on the front side
in the inactive cell area. The furnace used for diffusion is not completely free
of phosphorus. The conventional technology uses the oxide as passivation
and AR layer. It would provide advantages in the overall thermal budget
to leave this step for the silicon nitride wafer. The produced cells use that
layers during processing for the sake of reducing complexity.

The furnace for the oxidation runs through a 24-hour cleaning step before the
actual oxidation. This procedure removes impurities from the quartz tube.
Cleanness is essential as the furnace reaches temperatures at which pollutants
like metals have a high diffusivity and might degrade the substrate severely.

The wafers enter the furnace at a temperature of 600 ◦C with a nitrogen flow
of 3 l/min. With a ramp of 10 ◦C/min the temperature rises to 650 ◦C when
oxygen enters the furnace with a flow of 2.2 l/min. This moment is a starting
point to count the oxidation time. In some manuals counting starts when
temperatures reach 810 ◦C. Here dichloroethylene (DCE) adds with a flow
of 0.5 l/min to the oxygen. Dichloroethylene is a gas that has cleaning prop-
erties. It captures sodium contaminations by its chlorine content and forms
sodium chloride (NaCl) which exhausts with the help of the established gas
flows. The cleaning step goes along with the presence of DCE gas, too.

Oxygen feeding stops 10 minutes before the ramping-down of temperature
to the starting value of 600 ◦C. For different oxide thicknesses the times in
Figure 7.3 apply.

Even more details about oxidation explains Section 2.2. A photoconductance
measurement controls the deposition with silicon oxide. The passivation of
the wafer results in a minority carrier lifetime of τeff = 97 µs and an implied
open-circuit voltage of VOC = 642 mV. Ellipsometric measurements deliver
a refractive index of n = 1.43.

7.1.3 Lithography to Define the Cell Area

The wafer has active zones where solar cells are processed on and parts
without any photoactive function for tests or to leave a frame to split the
wafer in smaller cells. The following photolithographic process defines this
division. This step divides the wafer in five square fields with a size of
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Figure 7.2: The applied cycle for the dry oxidation of wafer 2.3P253Ñ to reach
an oxide thickness of dOX ≈ 300 nm. The measured thickness is dOX = 324 nm.
The wafers enter at a temperature of 600 ◦C after a cleaning cycle of the furnace
of 24 hours. Oxidation time starts from the point of oxygen flow and is 5 hours.

2x2 cm2, and eight squares with 1x1 cm2 in size. Figure 7.4 clarifies this
distribution.

The mask of the lithography is consistent with the field distribution in Figure
7.4 whereas the cell areas in the mask are transparent.
The process starts with a cleaning in acetone for two minutes with syn-
chronous ultra-sonic treatment. Acetone is a strong solvent for organic com-
pounds. After that propanol deletes the acetone residues from the wafer and
then a cleaning with de-ionised water1 removes the propanol. The wafer is
put into a centrifugal in order to remove any water from the surface.
Before applying the photoresist, the sample remains in a furnace at 120 ◦C
for 15 minutes. A spin coater running at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds distributes
the positive photoresist on the front surface of the wafer. The specifications
recommend these parameters to obtain a thickness of 7 µm with the photore-
sist under the trade name SPR220-7.0. The bake in the convection furnace
at 105 ◦C with nitrogen supply hardens the resist for 10 minutes. The time
for the following back side deposition is 15 minutes.
The exposition takes place in a mask aligner Karl Süss MA4 with a ultra-
violet exposition system working at a wavelength of λ = 365 nm. Exposition

1In the following water always means de-ionised water with a resistivity of ρ = 18 Ωcm
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Figure 7.3: The figure shows the oxide thickness dox on silicon grown in the
Tempress furnace for different oxidation times t. The oxide grows faster during
the first minutes than after an hour, because of different growing mechanisms.
First the oxide grows on the surface and later on, O2 oxidates the silicon under
the grown oxide so oxygen needs to reach the oxide/silicon interface. The oxide
grown with wafer 2.3P253Ñ has a width of dOX = 324 nm.

time is 90 seconds and hold time at room conditions is 45 minutes.
The developing solution is available under the trade name of MF24-A. The
resist in the active areas comes off in two consecutive baths of 75 s remain
time each, before a rinse with water finishes this sequence.

7.1.4 Frontside Passivation

The preparation steps for the passivation of the active zone with SiN(n) re-
quire some previous preparations. The parts that do not serve as active cell
area have been protected before with photoresist. Now the silicon oxide layer
at the front side is deleted in an etching step. An ammonium fluoride etching
mixture with the composition of NH4F/HF attacks the wafer’s front oxide
during a time of nine minutes. A combination of acetone, propanol and water
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Figure 7.4: The definition of active areas for solar cell processing (squares) and
non active parts with process control and test areas. The area of the big squares
is 4 cm2, the smaller ones have an area of 1 cm2. The numbers and characters
denominate the single cells on the wafer.

strips away the remaining photoresist.

The deposition of the front side passivation layer is the next part in the
process chain. The procedure follows the process in Chapter 2.4 on page 29.
Hence the approach remains unaltered and the deposition parameters for the
PECVD machine delivers Table 7.1.

The optimal thickness for anti-reflection properties after Equation 4.5 is 60
nm for a layer with n = 2.5, the expected refractive index calculated at λ =
600 nm. For AR concerns, n is higher than ideal for an air/semiconductor
interface looking at Equation 4.7. In case the cover of the cell is a protective
glass (n ≈ 1.5) this value is close to the ideal one of n1 = 2.27.

The surface after deposition shows a relatively equal distribution of the sil-
icon nitride film. In some fields, perforation phenomena (see page 68) are
visible.

A measurement with the ellipsometer checks the resulting thickness and the
refractive index. Table 7.2 delivers the single results with the field denota-
tions from Figure 7.4.
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Table 7.1: The PECVD deposition parameters for the front side passivation with
anti-reflection properties.

Parameter Values
Temperature T [◦C] 375
Deposition pressure p [mTorr] 500
Power density pp [W/cm2] 0.124
Gas flow f [sccm] 26.84
Gas flow ratio SiH4/NH3 GFR 1.6
Silane/Phosphine(5 %) flow fsi [sccm] 16.84
Ammonia flow fnh [sccm] 10
Deposition time t [min] 5

Table 7.2: The refractive index and silicon nitride film thickness of the cell fields
on the wafer. Outer regions of the PECVD plate grow faster but have a lower
refractive index. Field 1 to 3 would represent the calculated parameters.

Field Refractive index n Film thickness d [nm]
1 2.47 55.4
2 2.6 53
3 2.46 58
4 2.46 56
5 2.61 53
A 2.56 52.1
B 2.57 51
C 2.59 53
D 2.58 52.7
E 2.59 52.6
F 2.47 56
G 2.59 52.7
H 2.59 51.9
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The composition of the film does not provide the best but still a good surface
passivation. However it is more feasible to extract the sheet resistance needed
of less than 100 Ω/2 without surpassing the annealing temperature of 950 ◦C.

A lifetime measurement after deposition shows that the passivation improves.
The wafer with double oxide layers shows a lifetime of 97 µs at an implied
open-circuit voltage of 642 mV. The new values are τeff = 393 µs and VOC

= 692 mV. Lifetime improves by more than a factor of 4 without annealing
after deposition.

7.1.5 Emitter Formation

A structured layer of photoresist subsequently protects the active zone. Ex-
posure and developing parameters are the same as in Section 7.1.3 on page
85. Unlike to that, the mask for the aligner is complementary. This means
that the active areas are not exposed, or photoresist does not cover the pas-
sive areas after the developing. A plasma etch with CF4/O2 removes the
spare silicon nitride in these zones to avoid diffusion in or through the field
oxide.

The emitter of the solar cell evolves from the diffusion of phosphorus in the
silicon nitride layer. The investigation (see Figure 6.3) shows that a temper-
ature of 950 ◦C is necessary to drive-in the phosphorus atoms for an emitter
with sheet resistances of Rsq < 100 Ω/2. The high temperature phase of
950 ◦C lasts 20 minutes and the temperature profile is the one in Figure 6.2.

After the wafers leaves the furnace and cools down, the four-point measure-
ment confirms the emitter formation in the active areas of the wafer by
measuring the sheet resistance listed in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: The sheet resistances of the cell fields with a size of 2x2 cm2 (Field
1-5) and with 1x1cm2 (Field A-H).

Fields Sheet resistance Rsq [Ω/2]
1-5 61-64
A-H 61-74
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7.1.6 Backside Passivation

A silicon nitride (SiN(i)) layer would cover the backside of the cell. The
thickness is minimum sized to some 30 nm as investigations in ([8, p.104])
suppose that a passivating, positive fixed charge lies within the first 20 nm
of the nitride layer.

A chemical treatment in a NH4F/HF solution etches the oxide that so far
prevented the backside in the previous thermal treatment from contamina-
tion. A five-minute etch is sufficient to strip the 324 nm of silicon oxide. The
photoresist protected front side is released again with a strip using acetone,
propanol and water.

The preparatory step for the backside silicon nitride deposition is a RCA
clean. The details and quantities describes Table 5.2. After the second HF
etch the surface is not hydrophobic as in depositions with a raw silicon wafer.
Thus rinsing with water avoids that HF residues remain on the surface. The
wafer enters directly the PECVD process chamber after a nitrogen drying in
order to avoid the growing of a native oxide.

The process parameters that change for the backside compared to the frontside
are the silane flow of fsi = 14 sccm and a deposition time of 3.25 minutes.
No phosphine takes part in the reactions. After that the wafer receives an
annealing at 380 ◦C for 20 minutes in a nitrogen atmosphere established with
a flow of 5 l/min.

7.1.7 Backside Metallisation

In order to connect the solar cell, metal layers create designated contacts for
the p-type bulk and the emitter material on the front. The full metallisation
also acts as a mirror for potentially arriving photons from the bulk material.
As the passivation layer with some 30 nm is not thin enough for majority
carriers to tunnel through, the application of selected holes allows the alu-
minium to contact the bare silicon in some points on the substrate surface.
The silicon nitride is still passivating in the remaining zones. The concept is
similar to the concept of a PERL cell [24, p.262]. Passivation covers most of
the emitter and the backside while the contacts reach the substrate through
holes or windows in the passivating layers.
For the point-contact on the rear-side a lithographical process structures a
photoresist with the mask in Figure 7.5.

In the following plasma-etch step, the resist protects the passivation layer,
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Figure 7.5: The mask for backside aluminium metallisation. Through the point
holes a layer of 1 µm thick aluminium will directly contact the bulk.

but the CF4 plasma attacks the point hole until the underlying silicon is
reached. After an HF dip (2 % for 30 s) to delete a possibly grown oxide, the
sample enters the evaporation system. The plasma power density is 0.186
W/cm2 and the attack lasts one minute at 75 ◦C.

The system for metallisation is a Physical Vapor Deposition machine. An
electron beam is directed on the target material to be evaporated. An op-
tional wire could heat the metal additionally for higher deposition rates. The
deposition takes place in a high vacuum at ≈ 10−5 mbar (7.5× 10−3 mTorr)
that increases to the double value when evaporating. The thickness and
the deposition rate are controlled during deposition via an oscillating crystal
whose resonance frequency changes with weight - hence with deposited layer
thickness.
The process is difficult to control so in the end the metal layer has a thickness
of about 600 nm measured instead of the 1 µm projected. Assuring a good
contact of the aluminium with the silicon and to create a back surface field
effect, the sample performs a forming gas annealing at 380 ◦C for 20 minutes
with a gas flow of H2/N2 of 5 l/min.

7.1.8 Frontside Metal Contact

The process for the front metallisation has a similar procedure as on the
backside. Instead of one minute the plasma etch is 90 seconds. And the
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most important detail is that the 7 µm thick photoresist stays on the wafer
during deposition. This is due to a special technique. The ’lift-off process’
removes the metal on top and only leaves it for the fingers and the busbar.
As the resist is covered by the metal, the strip is enhanced by ultra-sonic at
50 ◦C. Again, the metals improve their contact in a forming gas anneal for
20 minutes at a temperature of 380 ◦C in a H2/N2 atmosphere.
The metallisation of the front side consists of the three metals titanium (Ti),
palladium (Pd) and silver (Ag). The titanium as a first layer enables adhesion
of the finger on the emitter. Palladium avoids the adjacent metal layers to
diffuse to neighbouring layers. A thickness of 40 nm is sufficient. Finally,
silver of 1 µm caps the finger for a small series resistance. This thickness
is designed for 1x1cm2 cells. Figure 7.6 shows such a cell after processing.
Finally, a forming gas anneal at 380 ◦C establishes a good contact between
the substrate and the titanium layer.

Figure 7.6: Image of a 1-cm2 solar cell on wafer 2.3P253NN. The metallisation
stack of Ti/Pd/Ag covers the front side. In the active region appears a surface
damage (white points in the centre) that originates in the PECVD deposition and
expands during the emitter diffusion step.
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7.2 Comparison to Conventional Cell Process-

ing

This section compares the single process steps for the processed solar cell with
the ones applied for silicon oxide passivated PERL-like cells by the UPC. As
the cell’s fabrication process originates partly from this one, this summary
only considers the differences and underlines mainly the temperature steps.
The following sections are process steps which are different for both methods.

Oxidation

The symmetrical oxidation of both sides in Section 7.1.2 is the first step in
processing the cell. High temperature oxidation is the most energy intensive
step in the whole process chain. The phase of oxidation may extend to some
4 to 5 hours at a temperature of more than 1000 ◦C to gain an oxide of 270-
340 nm. Additionally, there is a cleaning step (24 hours in this case) plus the
ramp-up and ramp-down phases. In principle, the oxide serves as (1) protec-
tion against undesired diffusion on the backside and in the non-active zones
and (2) to define the area for the deposition of the front side passivation.
For the cell this is indispensable as the photoresist as protective layer only
supports temperatures until 100 ◦C, hence neither diffusion nor PECVD pro-
cesses. A cell processing on the whole wafer could avoid both (2) because
there is only an active zone at the frontside, and (1) to use a thin oxide or
a backside PECVD preparation step to delete diffused phosphorus from the
backside.

Frontside Passivation

Passivation by PECVD is a preferred method as its deposition takes place at
low temperatures as seen in the experimental chapters in detail. The control
measurements in Section 7.1.4 prove that the incorporation of silicon nitride
decreases the surface recombination velocity drastically. Reference measure-
ments in single samples would have to confirm this observation. Moreover
industrial processes already apply the silicon nitride passivation in mass pro-
duction.
The conventional cell’s passivation consists of a new oxide. It grows after
removing the phosphorus contaminated protection oxide after diffusion. The
deposition takes 80 minutes to reach an oxide thickness with AR properties
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of about 110 nm.

Emitter Diffusion

Standard solar cells form their front side emitter by thermal diffusion (from
the gas phase or with a drive-in of doping pastes for example). Section 3.2.1
explains that and Figure 7.7 illustrates the details. In general the diffusion
needs a high temperature step for at least 30 minutes. The whole procedure
also includes the activation and preparation of the dopant source and pre-
and post-treatments like the phosphorus glass etch for thermal diffusion. The
phosphorus doped silicon nitride in this work resembles the thermal diffusion
in terms of thermal budget and the diffusion time. The differences mark the
fact that the substrate surface does not expose to an atmosphere but the
silicon nitride layer covers the base region. Fewer residues are likely to enter
the silicon so the process step is less sensible.

Figure 7.7: The diffusion step for a conventional cell (A) and the novel cell
(B). In (A) the atmosphere is dopant-rich and diffusion takes place at the same
temperature range as the annealing in a nitrogen atmosphere in (B).

Backside passivation

In the standard cell the backside passivation consists of silicon oxide de-
posited after the diffusion step, as seen in Figure 7.8. It takes about 80
minutes to reach the right film thickness. The oxidation again takes place at
high temperatures of 1060 ◦C.
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Figure 7.8: The final configuration for the cell with front and backside passiva-
tion. The conventional cell (A) provides an oxide passivation. The novel cell (B)
is surrounded by an oxide in the passive regions.

7.3 Adaptability for Screen Printing Technol-

ogy

The fabrication of solar cells with evaporated contacts is suitable for high
efficiency cell technology. An industrial process needs to be reliable, fast
and cheap. The screen-printing technology fulfils these requirements in mass
production. This section examines if the diffusion of phosphorus from silicon
passivation layers is compatible with screen-printing.

Screen-printing makes use of only two different high temperature steps in the
whole cell production. The first one generates the diffusion of the emitter and
the second step fires the metal paste for the metallisation. In some process
sequences the second one is omitted. Instead, an annealing applies for the
metal layers. Table 7.4 lists the parameters of an industrial process sequence.

Table 7.4: The single steps of screen-printing of a silicon nitride passivated and
textured solar cell ([32]).

Step Process description
1 Saw damage etching and random texturing in caustic solution.
2 Emitter diffusion (screen-printing, spray-on, spin-on or from POCl3).
3 Plasma etching of edge parasitic junction.
4 PECVD SiNx deposition.
5 Screen printing of Ag front contact and Al back contact.
6 Contact co-firing

The diffusion from the silicon nitride layer would replace the second step in
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Table 7.4. Hence point (4) replaces point (2). The third (3) point would
switch to the end after firing, with a protective photoresist for the surfaces
with the yet printed contacts.

If the firing temperatures and profile is sufficient in order to form an emitter,
would have to be subject to further investigation. The needed sheet resistance
would be around 40 Ω/2. So far an emitter with such a sheet resistance forms
with a temperature of 950 ◦C for 20 minutes. The result is that one could
omit the high temperature diffusion, and hence, invest much less energy to the
cell production. This concludes that the activation of phosphorus diffusion
still needs high temperatures at some minutes of diffusion. The Firing profile
only lasts some seconds. Thus there are doubts if this sequence can create
an emitter from the silicon nitride layers. Additionally, the thermal stress
induced through the firing profile could damage the layers through possible
hydrogen effusion.

7.4 Measurements and Results

The cell characterisation is done with the help of a sun simulator and a spec-
tral response instrument. The first one measures the voltage-current curves
in darkness and at 1 sun illumination at 25 ◦C. The spectral response will
lead to a curve for the external quantum efficiency.
Table 7.5 depicts the measured and calculated parameters for two cells with
sizes of 1x1 cm2 and 2x2 cm2. The position of the cell fields illustrates Figure
7.4. The cell XSiO is a non-textured reference cell with silicon oxide passi-
vation.

The main parameters for cell performance stem from the V/I-curve. The
open-circuit voltage shifts during the processing and is a magnitude measured
during the entire process sequence. The V/I-curve delivers the last value
in Table 7.6 whereas all others are implied open-circuit voltages from the
photoconductance lifetime measurements. Still, the front side passivation
increases this value the most, compared to the pure silicon oxide passivation
of the same wafer. Diffusion and metallisation decrease the open-circuit
voltage. The silicon nitride layer suffers the first degradation due to the
escape of hydrogen. As the pre-metallisation etch attacks the silicon wafer
and as the metal contacts a too big surface at the backside, the open-circuit
voltage decreases another time.

Some information gives the logarithmic plot of the V/I-characteristics. The
dark curve in Figure 7.9 shows exemplarily the behaviour of the cell and
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detects some mechanisms that limit its performance. In general the expla-
nations in Chapter 4.4 give a model for the emitters in the cell which dis-
tinguish between two main recombination sites. The diffusion diode models
the recombination in the SCR of the pn-junction with Equation 4.20 and a
recombination diode model illustrates the recombined carriers in the emitter
with the help of Equation 4.21. At higher voltages, the SCR is small and
currents are high so the ohmic losses in the substrate and at the contacts pre-
vail. The slope of the curve in this region gives the series resistance of the cell.

In Figure 7.9 the curve indicates the behaviour of the diffusion diode between
the voltage of 0.5 V and 0.6 V . In the other regions an unknown parasitic ef-
fect appears that indicates some additional recombination process, probably
related due to the damage in the passivation layers. The part for V > 0.7 V
is contributed to the series resistance.

Figure 7.9: The voltage/current characteristics of field B and field 2 of wafer
’NN’. The cell shows a diode behaviour but ideality factor is not unambiguously
determined.

The values in Table 7.5 give an impression how well the cell is operating
and where its performance can be improved. The low open-circuit voltage
originates in the problem with the SiN layers after the annealing. The met-
allisation adds a secondary mechanism of filling the holes in the SiN layer
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Table 7.5: Results extracted from the V/I-curve of two solar cells on the wafer
2.4P253NN with the sun simulator at the UPC (*measured with the sun simulator
at the UB). The sample XSiO is the reference passivated with silicon oxide

Cell 3 C XSiO
Area A [cm2] 4 1 4
Open-circuit voltage VOC [mV] 528 565 640
Short-circuit current ISC [mA] 81.57 22.1 (26*) 125.2
Short-circuit current density JSC [mA/cm2] 20.4 22.1 (26*) 31.3
Maximal power Pmax [mW] 26.2 9 (10.58*) 57
Fill factor FF 0.61 0.72 0.715
External efficiency η [%] 6.6 9 14.3
Series Resistance Rs [Ω] 1.02 1.6 -
Reverse saturation current I0 [A] 1.5× 10−7 2× 10−8 -

and further reducing VOC . The photocurrent density at zero voltage JSC is a
26 mA/cm2. The conventional process with a silicon oxide passivation gives
JSC = 32 mA/cm2 for a 1cm2-cell. Clearly the optical efficiency is fair. The
refractive index is n = 2.59 and the thickness only reaches 53 nm. The com-
position of the front side SiN provides a high amount of phosphorus but has
worse optical properties. The thickness is not ideal because of the low uni-
formity and few experiences with 4”-wafer processing. The wafer 2.4P253NN
is the first prototype of this cell type.

Table 7.6: Development of open-circuit voltage during the process chain

Previous process step Open-circuit voltage VOC [mV] Lifetime τeff [µs]
Protective oxide 641 97
SiN front passivation 692 393
Diffusion 607 25
Backside passivation 600 19
Annealing 380 ◦C 608 27
Metallisation 528/565 -

The analysis of the spectral response (SR) gives more details about the optical
behaviour of the cell. The spectral response is the ratio of measured current
density J(λ) to impinging optical power Popt(λ). The value of SR comes from
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the comparison of the measurement of a reference cell with the device to be
measured. The definition

SR(λ) =
J(λ)

Popt(λ)
Aact (7.1)

shows that the calculation considers the illuminated area. As the illumination
is done with a fiber feeding to a fraction of the cell, the area for the reference
and the cell are almost equal (neglecting shadowing). The spectral response
of the cell is calculated by equalising the unknown and fluctuating Popt with

SRcell(λ) = SRref (λ)
Jcell

Jref

(7.2)

whereas SRref is the calibrated reference spectral response. For filtering light
noise from the environment, the instrument modulates the Xenon light beam
with a frequency of about 30 Hz. A triggered lock-in amplifier measures the
resulting current response only at that frequency. The external quantum
efficiency (EQE) results from SR via

EQE(λ) = SR(λ)
1.241

λ
(7.3)

for the wavelength measured in micrometre (µm).

The instrument performs a sweep in wavelength λ from 300 nm to 1100 nm.
The resolution ∆λ is 10 nm. Figure 7.10 shows well that the silicon nitride
layer is not adjusted to serve as anti-reflective coating. As already seen above,
the refractive index is too high. Absorption is considerable because of the
high silicon content in the layer. Finally the layer is slightly thinner than
the optimal AR value of 60 nm. An adaption of the layer or the addition of
a second AR coating could increase EQE remarkably.

7.5 Conclusion

Some limitations in the design are obvious. The cell does not provide some
high-efficiency features in order not to introduce too many varying param-
eters to the cell concept. Compared to a conventional PERL-like design,
there is no textured surface and the top passivation layer does not provide
an ideal refractive index (n = 2.46- 2.6). Only the last fact implies reflection
losses of about 19 % at 600 nm. A second silicon nitride layer with very
low refractive index would improve that fact. With a higher phosphorus to
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Figure 7.10: The external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the spectral response
(SR) over wavelength. The resolution is 10 nm. The maximum value for the EQE
is 0.73 which indicate the reflection and absorption losses of the SiN layer.

silicon ratio in the deposition, the layer would have a better AR behaviour
at lower refractive index and at the same time form an emitter easily.

The main process difficulty comes along with the perforations in the silicon
nitride layers. A hole in a passivation layer leaves the plain surface of the
substrate where carriers are likely to recombine and contaminations enter.
During the metallisation step of the front fingers, the preceding plasma etch
attacks the silicon surface through these holes. It is assumed that the etch
reaches deep into the emitter and even the underlying base. With the metal
on top there is no protection against surface recombination and metal inter-
face recombination.
This situation is similar on the backside. Instead of some well-defined selec-
tive point-contacts which reach through the passivation, almost the complete
silicon nitride layer serves as point-contact, so the layer does not passivate
in the wanted manner.
Hence, the most critical step is the deposition, that is when the probable
hydrogen effusion starts, and the ensuing annealing where deterioration es-
calates. The fact that after metallisation the open-circuit voltage degrades
significantly confirms the expected consequences implied by the blisters in
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silicon nitride.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Outlook

The compounds of silicon nitride in this work provide a good surface passi-
vation of crystalline silicon wafers. The deposition parameters base on the
experiments made with silicon carbide layers. The gas composition is op-
timised in gas flow ratios for the precursor gases silane and ammonia for
the direct-PECVD system Oxford Plasmalab DP-80. The experiments de-
liver a graph for surface recombination velocity over the layer’s refractive
index. The sample with a gas flow ratio GFR = 1.4 reaches a surface re-
combination velocity of Seff = 15.8 cm/s on a 2.49 Ωcm-wafer with p-type
doping. The resulting refractive index is n = 2.3 what means that the layer
is silicon-rich in composition. The implied open-circuit voltage has a value of
VOC = 723 mV . Samples with even higher silane flows show similar values
for surface recombination velocity.

Adding phosphine to the plasma process does not improve the passivation at
first glance. Moreover the phosphorus does not significantly change the depo-
sition parameters. But there is an optimal gas flow ratio of the silane/phosphine
to ammonia of GFR ≈ 1.2. The surface recombination velocity is a Seff =
16.6 cm/s on a 2.29 Ωcm silicon sample. Here open-circuit voltage gives the
value of VOC = 716 mV . An annealing step at deposition temperatures in
a nitrogen atmosphere increases lifetime up to 50 % for layers thicker than
40 nm. Both layer types show no lifetime degradation within two months of
observation time. Without a previous annealing treatment, lifetime may rise
within the first 100 hours.

The experiment with a high-temperature annealing shows that it is possible
to create an n-type emitter on top of a p-type substrate with a phosphorus
containing SiNx layer as dopant source. The emitter saturation current den-
sity for a 40 Ω/2-emitter is J0e = 300 fA/cm2 and for an emitter with a sheet
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resistance of Rsq ≈ 80 Ω/2 this magnitude decreases to J0e = 200 fA/cm2.
The measurement’s reliability of these two samples is high, in general the
annealing degrades the lifetime thus J0e is only a minimum value. The mea-
surement of Rsq of the emitters has a higher uncertainty due to the silicon
nitride layer on top.

A prototype solar cell approved the concept of emitter formation through the
diffusion of phosphorus in the passivation layer. The passivation with silicon
nitride itself avoids a high temperature step compared to a high-efficiency
solar cell passivated with silicon oxide. A second thermal treatment creates
the emitter at comparable temperatures to a conventional thermal diffusion.

A phenomenon that appeared within the work is the probable effusion of
hydrogen from the nitride layers. These deteriorate the passivating property
through perforation of the layer. Still more investigation must clarify that
effect and find convenient methods to avoid the degradation of the layer.

For future works it is recommended to start with a further optimisation of
the silicon nitride deposition. Still, temperature, pressure and plasma power
can have a major influence of the passivation quality of both, SiN(i) and
SiN(n) layers. A special attention has to be paid on growing layers without
surface damage through holes in the layer. This is seen as the main reason for
degradation of the samples when exposing to high temperatures. Advanced
research on Forming Gas Anneals could help to recover lifetime after these
steps how it is suggested in reference [33]. Even more extensive studies could
examine the long-time stability of the grown films.
For a better understand of the diffused emitters with phosphorus-doped sil-
icon nitride as a dopant source, sophisticated analysis methods would have
to be applied like SIMS what is already in preparation at the UPC. Further-
more annealing temperatures are still very high so it would be preferable to
find an annealing method that avoids this step. Laser supported methods or
Rapid Thermal Annealing could be interesting candidates here.
For good emitter formation a high content of phosphorus is needed, so it
would be interesting to find deposition conditions that incorporate a suffi-
cient amount of phosphorus. At the same time this compound should have
best passivation properties. Up to now the best passivating SiN(n) hardly
creates a suitable emitter. An increased amount of phosphine, a different
composition of precursor gases or a simple optimisation of the existing pa-
rameters could lead to a solution of this discrepancy.
Finally, the processing of a cell faces even more challenges. The uniformity
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of the layers is still not very high and the degradation at high temperatures
inhibits high open-circuit voltages. Either low temperature steps must avoid
these thermal treatments or deposition must improve the layer’s robustness.
The short-circuit current can be raised through better anti-reflective layers.

Although further investigations might be necessary in this field, the fabri-
cation of phosphorus-doped silicon nitride layers shows that it is possible to
effectively passivate p-type crystalline silicon substrates. In order to simplify
the process sequence of a conventional crystalline solar cell at a lower thermal
input, investigations have to find more suitable methods to allow a diffusion
from the SiN(n) layer in order to create an emitter.
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